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A BSTR A C T
We present new results in detection and localization of a hidden em itter using
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). W hile this type of problem has been explored
extensively, this research combines multiple dynamics, such as mobility and adaptation,
to extend the value beyond the typical search mission. Using M icro-Aerial Vehicles
(MAVs), in conjunction with multiple static wireless sensor nodes, we create a hybrid
sensor network capable of detection and localization of a hidden electro-m agnetic
(EM) em itter.
In order to localize the emitter, a Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is
used as an approximation of distance from the tran sm itter to the revolving receivers.
As a result, an algorithm for on-line estim ation of the P a th Loss Exponent (PLE) is
used in modeling the distance based on Received Signal Strength (RSS) measurements.
Based on surrounding sensors’ RSS values, the em itter position estim ation is then
calculated using Least-Square Estim ation (LSE) method.
RSS-based localization techniques can be inaccurate due to the noisy and
uncertain nature of RSS in different mediums and environments. In order to improve
localization accuracy, a technique called Position-Adaptive Direction Finding (PADF)
is developed in which a team of MAVs coordinate their sensing missions, adapt their
position in real-time, and localize the unknown em itter. We enhance the adaptation
segment of the PADF by providing an algorithmic framework for MAVs to reposition

themselves, thus avoiding obstructions or locations th a t may distort the propagation
of the em itter and reduce the accuracy of the receivers’ combined em itter location
estimation. Given the cross-PLEs between the static and mobile nodes, we propose a
cost function for MAVs’ position adjustm ents th a t is based on the combination of such
cross-PLEs and RSSIs. The mobile node adjusts current position by m inim izing a
quadratic cost function such that the PLE of surrounding receivers is decreased, while
increasing RSSI from the mobile node to the target, thereby, reducing the inconsistency
of the environment created by echo and m ulti-path disturbances. In the process, the
mobile node moves towards a more uniform measuring environment th a t ultim ately
increases localization accuracy.
This D issertation presents our recent results on a novel, m ulti-platform , R F
em itter localization PADF technique. The position-adaptive approach shows potential
for an accurate em itter localization in challenging, embedded, multi-path environments
such as urban environments. We also present a recent development of a three-state
machine-based MAV cooperative control algorithm that is used in search for a hidden
emitter.
We provide simulation and experimental results th a t illustrate proposed m eth
ods. We describe the testbed and laboratory developm ent for experim entation and
discuss obtained results. Future work is proposed th at includes complex cepstrum
between mobile nodes and the hidden em itter as a metric for MAV control. Complex
cepstrum is correlated with a received echo in EM signals and reducing the cepstrum
is expected to improve m easurements and estim ation accuracy by moving the MAV
sensor nodes towards low echo space.
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C H A PTER 1
INTRO DUCTIO N
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are being used in a variety of ways— from
search and reconnaissance in military-type exercises [1,2], to biomedical applications [3],
to a plethora of commercial endeavors [4-8], W ith th eir low cost, interchangeable
sensors, and efficiency, WSNs are very useful in the domain of localization and have
become prevalent in missions of detection and localization [9-14]. Using mobile agents
have added a new dimension to the problem, as mobile agents have the ability to track
a mobile target, actively search an environm ent, or avoid obstacles th a t otherwise
static agents would have difficulty perform ing [15-21]. This research explores the
use of mobile agents, in the form of Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs), in a mission of
detection and localization. The MAVs are mobile nodes in 3-dimensional space th at
have both sensing and communication capabilities. Together with other static sensor
nodes, they create a mobile sensing network capable of executing tasks cooperatively.
Aiding in localization, a technique called Position-Adaptive Direction Finding
(PADF) was developed, in which a team of MAVs coordinate their sensing missions,
adapt their position in real-time, and localize the unknown, hidden Electrom agnetic
(EM) source based on optim al detection algorithm s to acquire b e tte r estim ation
accuracy [22]. In order to localize the em itter, Received Signal S tren g th Indicators
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(RSSI) are used as an approximation of distance from the transm itter to the revolving
receivers.

As a result, an algorithm for an on-line estim ation of th e Path-Loss

Exponent (PLE) is used in modeling the distance based on Received Signal Strength
(RSS) m easurem ents. The em itter position estim ation is then calculated based on
surrounding sensors’ RSS values using Least-Square Estim ation (LSE).

1.1 M o tiv a tio n
Localization of sensor nodes itself is not a new problem. M any techniques
already exist [23-25], and this D issertation is not an a ttem p t to create a new one;
rather, it is an attem p t to apply new techniques and technologies to the localization
problem. Localization can be very accurate depending on the techniques employed.
Range-based radio-frequency (RF) localization m ethods, which incorporate using
techniques such as time of arrival (ToA), tim e difference of arrival (TDoA), angle of
arrival (AoA), and RSS have been explored extensively [11]. W hile each technique
has its advantages and disadvantages, RSS is usually simpler to im plement th an the
others, as it requires no extra hardw are or extensive calculations, although some
accuracy is sacrificed due to the sensitive and noisy nature of RSS values. For a less
accurate (but less com putationally and hardw are extensive) localization technique
of RSS, we improve accuracy by proposing a Position-A daptive Direction Finding
method, in which a sensor swarm adapts their position based on the sensing values
and converges towards leakage points in order to detect a hidden EM source. By using
the relationship between RSS values and the associated distance between sender and
receiver, the tran sm itter position can be approxim ated. Research in [26,27], show
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variations of implementing an RSSI-based localization experiment using wireless sensor
networks. Specifically, each use a series of reference nodes surrounding a target node
when performing localization, while noting th a t variances in estimation accuracy can be
attributed to param eters such as distance, types of obstacles, and density of network.
While the research was very thorough in addressing th e capability and accuracy
of RSSI-based localization, it failed to introduce scenarios th a t incorporated two
factors—mobility and impedance of em itter propagation during location estim ation.
Mobility in sensor networks and their applications in sensing, localization, and
control have gained significant interest with the development of sensor networks and
modern control algorithms [10,13-15,28]. Using mobile networks, cooperative control
algorithms can be used to maximize the probability of detecting a target [13,14,18].
While various platform s can create mobility, researchers have begun to add mobility
by interfacing wireless nodes with MAVs or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Each
mobile node is an independent agent capable of distributed sensing and control.
This Dissertation presents a set of experiments using static and mobile sensor
networks to localize a cooperative em itter based on measured RSS a t surrounding
sensor network nodes. Related results are given in [7,29,30]. By integrating mobility
with sensing functionality, I push range-based localization a step further, as similar
research usually consists of purely static nodes. In addition, we also factor in path-loss
metrics in our em itter estim ation due to environm ental changes, such as obstacles,
by incorporating a weighted distance estim ation of individual receivers using the
cross-PLE of surrounding receivers. This is also prevalent in cases when the em itter
is shielded or obstructed. Additionally, we use an on-line estim ation of the P L E to
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model the distance based on measured RSS. A detailed analysis on P L E estim ation
and modeling is given in [31], which is then used in distance calculations based on RSS
measurements. Given th at em itter propagation is obstructed during testing, we present
an integration of wireless sensor networks and MAVs into one unified localization
system and apply adaptive behavior to improve localization accuracy. We explore the
effects of m ulti-path echoes on th e propagation of the EM signal and th e resulting
accuracy on estim ation. This integration was tested during a set of experim ents
performed at Louisiana Tech University’s Micro Aerial Vehicles and Sensor Networks
(MAVSeN) laboratory. Also perform ed in this lab was a set of experim ents th a t
formalized using a cepstrum analysis as a tool to identify large objects in the search
environment. Knowing the proximal locations of these obstructions allow the adaptive
metric to b etter predict positional movement of the mobile nodes.

C H A PTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 W ireless S en sor N etw ork s
A wireless sensor network consists of a collection of sensing devices th a t can
coordinate their actions through wireless communication and aim at performing tasks
such as reconnaissance, surveillance, target tracking or environm ental m onitoring
over a specific region. WSNs can be created like a typical ad-hoc networks, but with
more dense deployment. Likewise, instead of point-to-point communication between
nodes, inform ation can be broadcast to surrounding nodes. A lthough W SNs are
limited in power, computational capacities, and memory, they can be configured with
m any different types of sensors such as seismic, therm al, visual, infrared, acoustic
and radar, which are able to m onitor a wide variety of ambient conditions, thus
making them suitable for many applications th at incorporate continuous sensing, even
detection/indetification, location sensing, and local control of actuators [32].
These applications range from military applications, to environmental monitor
ing and commercial applications, i.e., monitoring product quality [33] or environmental
control in office buildings [5]. W ireless sensor networks can be an integral p a rt of
m ilitary command, control, communications, com puters, intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance and tracking (C4ISRT) systems. Sensor nodes can be used to monitor
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friendly forces, as battlefield surveillance, for reconnaissance of opposing forces and
terrain, chemical detection, and targeting. Because WSNs deploy m ultiple low cost,
disposable sensor nodes, destruction of some of these nodes by hostile actions do not
deter mission integrity as much as destruction of traditional sensors would [34].

2.2 L ocalization T echn iq u es u sin g W S N s
In addition to th e previously mentioned applications, a prevalent application
of WSNs has been localization. Localization refers to the collection of techniques and
mechanisms th a t are used to measure spatial relationships between objects in the
physical world by combining raw sensor d a ta with spatial information [32]. There are
multiple techniques for localization of RF signals such as Time of Arrival (ToA), Angle
of Arrival (AoA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA), and Received Signal Strength.
The are advantages and disadvantages of each method.
ToA and TDoA m ethods use geometric relationships based on distances or
distance differences between a mobile statio n and a number of fixed term inals to
determine the position coordinates of the mobile target. D ata for distance estimations
are derived from the arrival times of radio signal epochs at one or more receivers. The
ToA m ethod uses the transit time between a tra n sm itter and a receiver directly to
find distance, whereas the TDoA m ethod calculates location from th e differences of
the arrival times measured on pairs of transm ission path s between the targ et and
fixed terminals. Both ToA and TDoA are based on the time-of-flight (TOF) principle
of distance measurement, where the sensed param eter, tim e interval, is converted to
distance by m ultiplication by the speed of propagation. In ToA, location estim ates
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are found by determining the points of intersection of circles or spheres whose centers
are located at th e fixed stations and th e radii are estim ated distances to the target.
TDoA locates the target at intersections of hyperbolas th at are generated w ith foci
at each fixed station of a pair. TD oA -based approaches provide superior ranging
results b u t need more complex and additional hardw are, which also adds to energy
consumption [35].
The AoA approach to distance m easurem ent and localization is probably the
oldest m ethod and easiest to understand in th a t all th a t is needed is a directional
antenna. AoA m ethods are the core of direction finding and is not restricted by
the problems dictating conditions of use of other location methods. It requires no
cooperation from the target, and any type of signal can be used. It also is used over
wide frequency bands and ranges—from HF through microwave and from direct true
line-of-sight to long com m unications distances propagated through the ionosphere.
AoA is a principle component in a radar system. Using radar, only one fixed station
is required to determ ine the location of a target in two or three dimensions. The
two m ethods of AoA and TO F are employed. W hen using AoA alone, a t least two
fixed term inals are required, or two separate m easurem ents by a single term inal in
motion [36]. Using AoA to localize hidden targets is not uncommon. In [37], authors
used multiple UAVs to cooperatively search for a hidden RF targ et using a simple
AoA sensor to collect target data.
RSS is defined as the m easurem ent of the power present in a received radio
signal. Distances are found from signal strength using formulas for propagation.
Location coordinates can be calculated based on range estim ations acquired using
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a propagation model, such as the log-normal shadowing model.

The m ethod of

finding location from th e geometry of the intersection of circles (two dimensions) or
spheres (three dimensions) is the same as th at used in TO F ranging location systems.
Environm ental conditions may be accounted for by choosing th e propagation law
parameters that are most appropriate to the area where the system is used. For most
environments, location errors are significantly greater for RSS ranging and geometric
location than with TO F m ethods [36].
An advantage of RSS-based approaches is th a t these m ethods are sim pler to
im plem ent and work w ith pre-existing hardw are, thus cutting costs of additional
hardware. There are num ber of localization algorithm s which are based on RSSI.
Research involving RSS and localization [26,27,38-41] revolves around using static
(or in some cases, mobile) nodes to localize a ''hidden” target. Each research differs
by RF sensor used, num ber of receiving nodes deployed, number and m obility of
target(s). and position estim ation technique. T hough different, each has shown a
propensity to experience inaccuracy due to th e noisy nature of RSS. In order to
achieve more accuracy using only RSS as the preferred localization method, additional
algorithms have been added to improve existing techniques. In [42], authors proposed
a new algorithm , Localization w ith R atio-D istance, which com pensates when the
measurement errors associated with the estim ated distance to anchor nodes are high.
It also has an added benefit of using the intersection of only two circles, opposed
to the standard three of trilateration. Similarly, [39] devised a self-organizing and
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practical RSS-based localization technique called EasyLoc, a model-based plug-andplay localization m ethod, th a t improves on previous approaches in term s of ease of
deployment and ease of im plem entation while still providing a reasonable accuracy.
PADF is similar to these techniques in th a t it is implemented to enhance the
accuracy of the pre-existing RSS method, by compensating for accuracy in localization
due to RSS am biguity by moving to positions of higher accuracy. T he technique
adds efficiency and accuracy to the RSS m ethod of localization such th a t it produces
comparable results to th a t of other techniques, like TDoA or AoA, which have higher
accuracy, but take considerably more sophisticated hardware to implement.

2.3 R F P ro p a g a tio n an d P a th Loss
There are specific problems in implementing location awareness with the RSS
method. Because of large variations of signal strength due to interference and multipath on th e radio channel, location accuracy is generally less th a n w hat can be
achieved using T O F m ethods. Propagation is location/environm ent specific, and
system software usually has to be tailored to the place where the system is being used.
O rientation of a target as well as its location related to nearby objects will have an
effect on the location estimation.
This phenomena is due in part to loss of an RF signal by many effects, such as
free-space loss, refraction, diffraction, reflection, aperture-medium coupling loss, and
absorption. This loss can be influenced by terrain contours, environment, propagation
medium, the distance between the transm itter and the receiver, and the height and
location of antennas.
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Radio wave propagation is defined as the transfer of energy by EM radiation at
radio frequencies [43]. This energy will attenuate or dissipate as it propagates further
from its originating source. The attenuation model is described below.

2.3.1 S en sin g M o d el
I consider a sensing model th a t is based on th e RSS. T he RSS gradually
decreases with the distance from the transm itter. The RSS is inversely proportional
to the square of the distance between the tra n sm ittin g and receiving antennas.
Mathematically, it can be w ritten as

P t.

VGJ
And

( 2 . 1)

where Pr is received power, Pt is transm itted power, A is the wavelength of the signal,
d is the distance between receiver and tran sm itter, an d G; is th e product of the
transm it and receive antenna field radiation p attern . Because th e antennas on the
nodes are om nidirectional, the factor Gi is simply 1. I use this m odel based on the
assum ption of free space p ath loss with receiver and transm itter having line of sight
(LOS). Consider S C R2 to be an area where a hidden em itter is located. A network
of N equal sensing agents is deployed over S w ith sensor locations a t

A

sensing function is given by Pi(q) where pt is th e probability th a t an event q e S
will be detected. Such probability represents th e sensing model th a t is considered
in cooperative MAV control algorithm. I assume th a t all sensors have equal sensing
model and is given by [44]:
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R e

rl

<~ I?

PM ) =

( 2 .2 )

di > R ,

0.

where i? is the sensing radius of the omnidirectional antenna, di is a distance between
the location of a sensor node i and a specific sensing point in the field q, i.e.
di = \\(xi, y i, z i) - q \ \ ,

(2.3)

and e is a small constant th a t represents the probability of detection a t the limit
distance di = R. Note th a t Pi(0) = 1 as di approaches zero and Pi(R) = £ as di
approaches R. The constant R depends on noise level, antenna patterns, wavelength,
power of tran sm itter, and transm ission medium. For a specific noise level Pn: the
sensing radius R in clear air is given by
Pn
Pt
,2
Ri -

rV
. /G? [n\ i 2
AttR

(2.4)

P tG ,\
(2 -5 >

<2 '6)

In addition to attenuation, propagation can be further atten u ated if passing
through objects or buildings. Transmission through said objects is dependent on its
shielding factor. For most cases, the m aterial, as well as its thickness, determ ines its
shielding factor.
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2.4 M o b ility in W S N s
Even when incorporating WSNs and using RSS to perform localization, most
research involves the use of static nodes. Adding m obility to the network allows for
dynamic scenarios. Equipping MAVs w ith wireless sensor nodes, which serve as the
communication and sensing agents, transforms otherwise static receivers into a mobile
sensor networks. Other research has used mobile networks to perform tasks; therefore,
a foundation in the area of MAVs working cooperatively with these sensor networks
already exists [45,46].
Li and Cassandras presented a distributed coverage control scheme for cooperat
ing mobile sensor networks [13]. They developed a gradient based algorithm requiring
local inform ation at each sensor and maximizing the jo in t detection probabilities of
random events. Akin to this research, Cortes et al. presented control and coordination
algorithms for groups of autonomous vehicle networks performing distributed sensing
tasks where each vehicle plays the role of a mobile tunable sensor [10].
Bellingham et al. addresses to problem of cooperative path planning for a fleet of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in uncertain or adverse environments, by modeling
for the probability of UAV loss [47]. Similarly, R ichards and How im plem ented a
robust Decentralized Model Predictive Control (DM PC) for a team of cooperating
UAVs [28]. Using this DM PC each vehicle plans only for its own actions, b u t still
allows the UAVs to com m unicate relevant plan d ata to ensure those decisions are
consistent across the team. In a simple case such as collision avoidance, DM PC
guaranteed constraint satisfaction and offered significant com putation improvement,
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com pared to an equivalent centralized algorithm , for only a small degradation in
performance, such as UAV flight time.
Chandler et al. researched the development of cooperative rendezvous and
cooperative target classification agents in a hierarchical distributed control system for
unm anned aerospace vehicles [15]. For cooperative target classification he developed
tem plates, followed optim al trajectories, and assigned adjacent vehicles to view at
complementary aspect angles; hence, he combined these to maximize th e probability
of correct target classification over various aspect angles. Singh and Fuller developed
a receding-horizon optim al control scheme for autonom ous tra je cto ry generation
and flight control of an unm anned air vehicle in an urban terrain [48], Because
environments may be dynamic, or the vehicles need to change dynam ics mid-fight
due to sensor or actuator failure, they proposed a Model Predictive Control (M PC)
scheme th a t navigates a vehicle with nonlinear dynam ics through a vector of known
way-points to a goal, and manages constraints for missions th at will require vehicles
w ith increased autonom y in dangerous situations and w ith tight m aneuvering and
operational capability e.g., missions in urban environments.

2.5 C on trib u tion
Localization using RSS-based techniques is a very generic problem. Defining
things such as mobility, i.e., the use of MAVs or UAVs, target capabilities, or
propagation model help to constrict the generic problem to a specific one. I define a
very specific problem in this research: using a single mobile agent, along with multiple
static agents, to localize a hidden, stationary target using RSS-based techniques.
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Research closely related can be found in [11,26,27,38-41,49.50]. In these endeavors,
the objective was to use RSS as a method of localization and test the accuracy of the
technique employed. Many similarities, such as propagation model or type of wireless
networks, can be drawn to make parallels with this research and th a t of others.
For instance, one of the many similarities is the use of a common propagation
model. RSS-based system s are highly-dependent on th e propagation model used
to infer distance. It can be shown th a t the estim ation performance of RSS-based
distance inference decreases considerably as distance between source and receiver
increases; therefore, RSS-based localization systems prim arily perform well in short
range scenarios [51]. One of the most widely used propagation models is the log-normal
path-loss model, which is a generalization of the free-space Friis equation [52], where
power is allowed to decrease at a rate of (1/d)", where d denotes distance. A random
variable can be added to account for shadowing (large-scale fading) effects. RSS
system s are very sensitive to shadowing and to non-line-of-sight scenarios as signal
power decreases considerable, causing large estim ation errors. Also, they are very
dependent on the specific scenario (indoors, outdoors, heavy clutter, etc.), frequency,
weather, etc.

2.5.1 M a th em a tica l M od els
In [38], Li similarly uses the log-normal path-loss model to localize a hidden
em itter using wireless networks. Using collaborative localization techniques such as
m aximum-likelihood estim ator (MLE) and m ultidimensional scaling (MDS), they
attem p t to showcase the use of these techniques in complex application scenarios
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with the mindset of improving the performance of traditional localization techniques.
While they did show im provem ent in their testing, my research consists of using a
more simplistic m athem atical estim ator than MLE and MDS, thus making hardware
com putation easier. I feel this will improve real-time calculation in estim ation speed.
I can use the PADF m ethod to increase accuracy th at is sacrificed for speed.

2.5.2 C o m p lex ity o f E n viron m en t
In [26] and [27], Daiya et al., and Palazon et al., respectively, use a very similar
setup to our research, including down to the IRIS wireless sensor network nodes (with
omnidirectional antennas) and LSE for localization (Daiya uses an additional Adaptive
n-Triangle algorithm). Perform ing basic localization examples using m ultiple static
receivers and a stationary target, they composed results based on the accuracy of
the experim ent—estim ated position versus actual position. W hile their algorithm s
performed well as expected, their analysis was focused on the density and distribution
of the receivers. Because their scenarios involved no interference of the source, I
expanded this in incorporate a complex scenario by adding obstacles and shielding the
em itter in the search environment. W ithin this complex environment, I com pensate
for expected path loss by weighting our distance estim ation algorithm.

2.5.3 M ob ility
In [11], M oragregra studies the effects of m esh and clustered topologies.
Similarly, I conduct experiments on configurations that perform b etter than others as
well as how clustering of receivers affect overall performance. Moragrega showed th at
while communication can be improved among nodes in clusters, localization accuracy
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usually suffers. To avoid this setback, I employ the use of mobility to take nodes from
areas of lower accuracy to higher accuracy based on movement m etrics associated
with the PADF concept th a t is explained in C hapter 6.
In comparison to past research, the contributions of this Dissertation include the
following: a modified RSS-based localization technique used to enhance the accuracy
of an RSS-based localization system; a simplified location estim ation algorithm to
improve real-tim e speed for simple RSSI-distance calculation: a position-adaptive
MAV control algorithm for MAV repositioning; development of a simulator th at allows
m ultiple cooperative mobile nodes to localize a static target (s) more effectively by
moving to areas of higher localization accuracy; and a laboratory test-bed for real-time
testing using MAV platforms. In essence, I propose to use MAVs to create a hybrid
sensor network th a t is capable of localizing a cooperative, shielded em itter based on
measured RSS at surrounding sensor network nodes. Active localization techniques
emit signals into the environment th a t are used to measure range to the target. The
em itter is considered cooperative because it emits a signal with known characteristics,
and elements of the system (receiving nodes) detect the signals and use inform ation
about the signal to deduce the targ et’s location. The PADF method will be used as a
supplement to the RSS localization scheme, as the objective is to move from areas of
low accuracy into areas of potential higher accuracy.

C H A PTER 3
PO SITIO N-ADAPTIVE DIRECTION FIN D IN G
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
The concept of Position Adaptive Direction Finding (PADF) was introduced
in [22]. PADF is based on the formulation and investigation of path-loss based metrics
th a t are m easured and estim ated across m ultiple platform s in order to intelligently
“position-adapt “ the location of each platform. In other words, a sensor swarm adapts
its position based on sensing values, dependent upon the medium, and converges
towards leakage points in order to detect a hidden EM source. Typical direction finding
is defined as a technique in which an em itter is localized in an open environm ent,
usually using a well-defined m ethod such as AoA, TDoA, or a hybrid of m ultiple
techniques. PADF modified these concepts to encompass localizing an em itter in an
urban or em bedded environm ent. Given m ulti-path and obstacles, the objective is
to localize a hidden, cooperative EM signal. Given n mobile sensor nodes or MAVs,
we developed cooperative control algorithm s th a t will detect and localize th e EM
source. By using the relationship between RSS values and the associated distance
between sender and receiver, the tran sm itter position can be approxim ated. The
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) from the receiver node’s sensor d a ta is
acquired, converted into approxim ate distance values based on approxim ated P ath
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Loss Exponent (PLE) values, and used to estim ate th e position of the em itter using
the Least Square E stim ation (LSE) m ethod. T he algorithm is based on th e LSE
m ethod described in detail in [4].
Mobile sensor networks and their application in sensing, localization, and
control have gained significant interest with the development of sensor networks and
modern control algorithms [53,54], Cooperative control algorithms th at maximize the
probability of detection are given in [13,14]. In addition, control and coordination for
groups of autonom ous vehicles performing distributed sensing was presented in [10].
W ith the development of MAVs, cooperative control and sensing gained atten tio n
for applications such as military, weather forecast, chemical sensing, etc. A problem
of cooperative p ath planning for a fleet of unm anned aerial vehicles in uncertain
environments was presented in [15]. Similarly, a robust decentralized model predictive
control for a team of aerial vehicles is given in [28] and for situations in urban terrain
or urban battlefield in [48].
We present a set of experim ents using static and mobile sensor networks to
localize a cooperative sensor node based on m easured RSS a t surrounding sensor
network. Related results are given in [29,30,55]. I use on-line estim ation of the PLE
to model the distance based on measured RSS. A detailed analysis on PLE estimation
and modeling is given in [31] which is then used in distance calculations based on RSS
measurements.
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3.2 P A D F F orm u lation
Figure 3.1 illustrates two states of a notional PADF geom etry using three
UAVs that are integrated with sensor motes programmed to function as RF receivers.
A theoretical signal analysis for this geom etry is provided in [57] for purposes of
form ulating and illustrating this technique. T he form ulation and investigation of
path-loss based (i.e. PLE) metrics th a t are m easured across m ultiple platform s are
intrinsic to this technique.

n

m

m

_i

IMM
(a) Initial MAV positions

(b) MAV positions after transition
based on PADF

Figure 3.1: Initial PADF state transitions into next stage after m ulti-platform
adaptation.

Given two sensor nodes at locations (a^y,-), (X j , y j ), and an em itter e = (x, y)
in the x-y plane, the Euclidian distances between the em itter e and the sensors are
given by
Ti (e) = J (x - X i f + {y - yi)2
________________
rj (e) = yj {x - x j ) 2 + ( y - y j f .

(3-1)

I assume that the sensors provide enough information, using RSSI measurements, such
th a t ^ and rj can be calculated based on the RSSI d ata. The problem considered
is to determ ine the location of the em itter e = (x,y), or equivalently, to solve two
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equations for two unknowns in Equation 3.1. The solution to the system of equations
is th e intersections of th e corresponding circles, or radii rt and rj. However, three
receiving nodes are required to precisely determ ine the position of the em itter.
In case of N surrounding sensors, the problem is to determ ine the location of
the em itter e or to solve the following system of equations
ri = V (x - x i f + ( y - Vi)2, i = T 2,..., N.

(3.2)

Since sensor measurements are noisy and the system of equations in (3.2) has a larger
number of equations than unknowns, I use a LSE to determine the location estim ate
ix ,y)The PLE depends on the medium of EM signal propagation and is not known
a priori. Consider the model given in Figure 3.2 consisting of a netw ork of sensors
Si (i — 1,2,3, 4) and a cooperative em itter So. D istance between nodes i and j is
denoted as dij. The signal strength received from node i a t node j is denoted as Py.
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Figure 3.2: Model of a sensor network used to localize a stationary non-cooperative
emitter.

A ssu m p tio n 1. A symm etric wireless signal propagation model is considered, i.e.,
Pij = Pji, i ^ j , and i , j e {0,1, 2,
A ssu m p tio n 2. The location of sensor nodes S t (i — 1, 2,..., N) is known, the location
of the em itter So is unknown, and N is the number of sensors used in localization.
The RSS model th a t relates RSS and distance is the log-normal shadowing model,
and is given by [31],
Pij(dBm) = P0( d B m ) — 10 • a • log(dij/d0),

(3.3)

where a is th e PLE, Pij(dBm) is the power received a t node j from node i in dB
m illiwatts, and P0( d B m ) is a reference power received at some known distance d0,
th at is measured a priori. Note th at the calibration method requires measurements of
P0 and do-

3.3 P a th Loss E x p o n en t E stim ation
The PLE estimation, a. is given by the following optimization problem, where
it is required to find a minimum of the quadratic cost function
N

/ ( d ) = J 2 (PijidBm) - P0( dBm) + 10 • a ■l o g ^ / d o ) ) 2 -

(3.4)

The PLE estim ate is given by
= 2 X / 10 loS (^i/^ o ) ( Pi j ( dBm) - P0(dBrn) + 10 • a ■lo g (d y /d 0)) •
i,j = 1

Therefore, the solution is given by

(3.5)

Such obtained value of th e PLE represents a m axim um likelihood estim ator value.
Note also th at calculation of the PLE given by Equation 3.6 requires prior calibration
between sensors S{. In these experiments, I use a similar setup as shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3.1 R S S I M o d el on IR IS S en sor N o d e s
If distances r* and rj in Equation 3.1 are not known, they can be calculated
based on RSSI data. Based on M EM SIC’s IRIS wireless sensor nodes [56], the RSSI
model used is given by
R S S I i j + K = (R S S I q + K ) - 10 • a • log(£>),

(3.7)

where a is the PLE, D is the distance between tran sm itter and receiver, R S S I i j is
th e RSS a t a reference distance of one m eter, and K is the conversion constant of
RSSI to dBm. RSSI itself is a number between 0 and 28 indicating the received signal
strength as a linear curve on a logarithmic input power scale (dBm) with a resolution
of 3 dB. An RSSI value of 0 indicates an RF input power of < -91 dBm; a value
of 28 a power of > -10 dBm [58]. This can be calculated into R F input power by
P rf = R S S I . B A S E - V A L U E + 3 • (R S S I - 1).
Therefore, for IRIS sensor nodes, the conversion constant is approximately -91,
thus giving the power in dBm of R S S I i j and R S S I q as Prj and Pq, respectively. The
distance is can be calculated by
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3.4 E m itter L o ca tio n E stim ation
Let e = (x, y) be the estimated position of the emitter. The m atrix of receivers’
geometry (known x-y coordinates of receivers) is

H =

h * ( 2 , 1)

h

h x ( N , 1)

h

h x { N , N - 1)

(3.9)

h y ( N , N - 1)
(»)X2

where Ar is the number of receivers,

= 2(xj —Xi), and hy^j ) = 2(yj — yi). The

m atrix of RSSI measurements is
C2.1

C

(3.10)

cn ,i

Cn , N - 1

J(?)x2

where Cij = r'j — r j + x j’ —xj + y* — yf. Then, the estim ated tra n sm itter location is
calculated based on H ■e T = C and is given by [14]
e = (H TH ) ~ l H TC

(3.11)

3.4.1 W eig h ted P o sitio n E stim a tio n
In environments that have multiple EM obstructions or the em itter is shielded,
such th a t EM propagation is attenuated, the location estim ation can be inaccurate.
As a receiver moves further away from a target, the resulting RSSI will decrease. A
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smaller RSSI produces a larger distance from the em itter. Similarly, an em itter th a t is
shielded will yield lower RSSI than an unshielded em itter at the same distance, thus
making th e receiver perceive it is further away from th e em itter th a n it actually is.
To com pensate for EM loss due to shielding and m ulti-path, th e following modified
least squares approach can be adopted for this PADF investigation where the distance
term s in the //-m a trix of Equation 3.11 are weighted by the inverse of vector Cross
PLE terms th at are estim ated from a set of cooperative RSSI measurements between
receivers. For example, for a four-receiver scenario

M P L E = me a n
[M P L E M P L E M P L E M P L E M P L E M P L E
~ [ P L E h2 P L E lt3 P L E 1A P L E %3 P L E 2a P L E 3A

(3.14)

In a general sense, the vector W can be m apped as
W k = Pij,i = 1 , . . . , N - 1; j = i + 1 , . . . , Ar

(3.15)

where k is (i — 1) ( N — | ) + j — i, N is the number of receivers. As illustrated by the
following derivation, this set of cooperative inverse PLE weights have the relative effect
of de-emphasizing m easurem ents th a t are affected by non-line-of-sight propagation
losses due m ulti-path and materials attenuation. The weighted estim ation is then
H w (i, 1) = H{i, 1) x W( i )

(3.16)

H w (i, 2) = H ( i , 2) x W(i )

(3.17)

e* = [HU T I h v y ' I l w TC.

(3.18)

C H A PTER 4
THREE-PHASE M ACHINE FOR SEARCH
A N D LOCALIZATION
4.1 In tro d u ctio n
Looking to extend th e problem beyond a small environm ent in which target
detection is a near certainty, we broadened the area to approach the problem as if
the target was not initially detected. Therefore, a search algorithm was developed to
search a large area cooperatively w ith m ultiple mobile agents. C ooperative control
is a concept in which a group of spatially distributed controlled objects function
together for a common objective. Researchers have applied this definition to the use
of multiple UAVs or U nm anned G round Vehicles (UGVs) to cooperate together to
complete a common goal more efficiently. Cooperative control among robotic agents
has been around for the last 20 years. Among its many applications are recognizance,
surveillance, and search in areas of uncertainty or difficulty [17,59].

Expanding

cooperative control paradigm s to UAVs opened new applications, including to the
military, where UAVs are still being used for exploration, but have also been used
for attack missions [15]. Recently, cooperative control of UAVs has created interest
in the research community to develop more applications. For instance, the research
in [60] uses a team of vehicles with consensus algorithms (shared variable of interest),
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under which each vehicle responds to the reference state received by the leader while
m aintaining their formation, sim ilar to a flock a birds. The leader had access to
a reference model, which allowed the followers to exchange inform ation through a
topology, thus forming a centralized control system.
Typically, cooperative control m ethods invoke a decentralized or distributed
control system of UAVs and mobile robotic units, as in [9,15,17,45,46,53,61]. Similarly,
in [46], UAVs are cooperatively controlled via a leader-follower dynamic, in which the
leader tracks a planned path while other vehicles maintain platoon formation and follow
th e leader based on a global reference frame, using a linear tim e-invariant feedback
system. UAVs th a t are able to rendezvous at a particular location and cooperatively
classify targets are presented in [15], where the flight trajectories were constructed
using the Voronoi diagrams approach. A switching algorithm that allows for long-range
interactions between with local neighbors was presented in [61]. UAVs with a sense of
learning or intelligence via a feedback controller were presented in [45,53].
Most of the research m entioned above allowed com m unication among the
m ultiple agents, but lacked the ability to sense features about the given search
environment; providing sensing capability through WSNs enabled the advent of mobile
sensor networks. Mobile sensor networks and their applications in sensing, localization,
and control have recently gained significant interest. Research in the area of cooperative
control of mobile sensor networks is presented in [10,13,16,19]. An interesting method
of cooperative control of multiple UAVs was to use a state machine control architecture
to search for, detect, and localize RF em itters [8].
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I propose a three-phase machine for a cooperative control of MAVs, equipped
w ith wireless sensor nodes, capable of sensing electrom agnetic emissions w ithin a
short range in order to localize a hidden EM source. T he MAVs are cooperatively
controlled based on aforementioned three-phase machine algorithm th at implements a
decentralized search, optim al control-based navigation protocol, and PADF concept.
The PADF phase is used to reduce a localization error by adapting the positions of
the MAVs in a real-time based on cross-path loss exponents estimates between MAVs.
This concept of PADF has been explored in d epth regarding analysis and trends of
the localization algorithm, as well as node configuration stability [30,57].

4.2 C o o p era tiv e C on trol P h a se M achine
Based off the sensing model in Section 2.3.1, I designed a three-phase machinebased control algorithm th a t controls the localization mission for each MAV. These
three phases are as follows:
• Global Search
• Approach Detected Target
• Position-Adaptive Direction Finding.
The first phase, Global Search, controls MAVs in their searching of environment
for the pre-specified level of RSS. and once found, MAVs will gravitate towards th at
particular area. The second phase determines the proper path to take and coordinates
m ultiple MAVs towards vicinity of the hidden em itter. The cooperative control is
based on a cost function th at moves MAVs to a pre-defined optimal distance from the
hidden emitter. The third phase is a PADF where mobile nodes adapt their positions
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in order to minimize the metric th at is based on cross-path loss exponent estimations
(correlated with environment surrounding the hidden emitter). The system and phase
diagram s are pictured below in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. T he basis of this
system was derived from a similar system in [9]. In this system, Ui represents the
pertinent inform ation com m unicated from other MAVs, while u, is the MAV’s own
information.

Information from
other UAVs

Trajectory to
follow

Guidance
Controller

Sensed
variables

UAV
m ov em en t

G uidance Controller

T hree-state
m achine

Figure 4.1: Cooperative control of UAV/MAVs for hidden em itter localization.

ItSSt < thm hold

PADF

GS
ADT

Run

StM pM ttkscmt
Error < set value

Figure 4.2: Three-phase diagram for controllers—GS-Global Search, ADT-Approach
Detected Target, PADF-Position-Adaptive Direction Finding.
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4.2.1 G lob al Search
The Global Search phase encompasses searching the designated area for the
target. Each mobile node is tasked w ith seeking areas of high signal strength. T he
m ethod at which this is done is the basis of the search phase. T he algorithm s to be
implemented depend on the information available, such as a global map. For example,
if the system is centralized, then each mobile node has full access to a centralized
controller or base station, which will allow inform ation to be passed to all nodes
simultaneously. This can be beneficial in assigning search areas for individual nodes.
However, if the system is distributed, then each node works independently, thus
increasing the difficulty of defining an efficient m anner of searching an area. Given
the different degrees of complexity associated with each system, I make the following
assumptions:
A ssu m p tio n 3: A global m ap is given a priori.
A ssu m p tio n 4: A centralized control system is used.
Based on the first assumption of the global map given beforehand, the environ
ment is defined below. The goal of the first stage in the three-phase machine algorithm
is to address cooperative search in a given environment by a team of MAVs. Although
the environment is unknown in regards to target location, there are some assumptions
th a t are made within th e search paradigm . T his is beneficial when developing a
map, and partitioning this map into separate entities of smaller, equal sizes th a t will
be known as cells. The environment will be defined as a rectangular m atrix w ith
dimensions N x M , in which N is the number of cells in the x-direction and M is the
num ber of cells in the y-direction. The cells are formed by dividing the m atrix into
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equal, square parts. Each individual cell's length is based on the sensing radius of the
wireless sensor node, rs. Because each node has a circular sensing pattern (due to the
ornnidirectionality of the antenna), each cell’s length is actually rsy/2; thus, the area
of each cells is 2rs2. The total number of cells given by N x Al is known a priori by
the first assumption. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

M
!

N
Figure 4.3: Search map.

A ssu m p tio n 5: There is only a single stationary target hidden in the environment.
Because the environment is of a known size, the objective of the search algorithm is
to search through the area of interest and approximately locate an em itter (the next
two phases will refine th e localization inform ation). This allows MAVs to plan their
trajectories towards finding the target versus exploring the environment. Each cell is
given a coordinate location (x , y ). The target is hidden in one of the cells, b u t this
location is initially unknown.
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A ssu m p tio n 6: All cells have equal initial target probability.
I use a sweep search algorithm. This model defines the search region, and gives each
MAV a cost function for searching particular areas. T he mobile nodes are expected
to search in areas of high probability to detect th e em itter. In th e present case, the
higher RSS leads to a higher the probability of detection. T he mobile nodes will
gravitate tow ards areas with high RSS and will continue to move in th a t direction
until in appropriate range to localize the em itter. Assuming a uniform probability of a
target distribution, based on the fourth assumption, each cell has the same likelihood
th at a target is present at th at specific cell. A very similar approach was done in [45],
albeit, in a more complex situation to utilize a probability detection m ap. If the
probability of the target being detected in the space N x M is 1, then the probability
th a t the target is residing in any specific cell is
P = Tr~
N x M

(4.1)

As tim e progresses and cells are searched, the probability is changed accordingly.
Therefore, the probability map P(x,y) (t) is a function of time.
Each cell is given two states, sXtV and t x<y, in which it is assigned a binary
value of 0 or 1 depending on if th e cell has been searched, and for a targ et being
present, respectively. For example, if a search occurred in cell (1, 3) and a target was
found, then Sit3 = 1 and

= 1; otherwise, s ii3 = 1 still, but

= 0. As the MAVs

traverse the environment in search of the target, the states of each cell are taken into
consideration and implemented into the updated probability map. The probability of
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the target present in each cell is given by

( 4

' 2 )

The MAV will have the ability to traverse from cell to cell in the environment,
particularly from the middle of one cell to the middle of the next, as shown in
Figure 4.4. The dark figure in the middle cell is the current position of the MAV. The
corresponding gray figures are the expected positions th a t the MAV could move to.
Notice, th a t the MAV can only move into th e middle of the adjacent cells, therefore,
each one can move in only one of four directions—north, east, south, and west, shown
in Figure 4.4 as the red arrows num bered 0-3. These movements are defined as
nrii(t) = {0,1, 2, 3}, where 0 corresponds to north, 1 to east, 2 to south, and 3 to west.
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Figure 4.4: MAV movement.
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Given these assum ptions, th e algorithm implemented was sim ilar to a sweep
search. In accordance to th e phase diagram , once a node has reached a level above
the threshold, th a t node will enter into the next phase, while prom pting other nodes
to converge towards it.
4 .2 .2 C o o p era tiv e Search A lg o rith m
In a sweep search, the agents will search each cell one at a time in a coordinated
fashion until the target is found. Because the global m ap was supplied as p art of our
assumption, I can partition the map into smaller, more defined areas for the individual
nodes to explore. Based on the num ber of nodes, n, the map will be divided into n
subsections. Each node will be assigned to its own subsection, in which it will then
perform a sweep search. The search area was previously defined as N x M , where
M cells can be divided into n partitions of size Ci, where i = 1, . . . , n. In cases of
unequal partitions, a remainder, R , can be found using M % n (% is m od operator).
This remainder will be evenly distributed among the available partitions.
Once the environment has been divided into partitions, the nodes will be sorted
according to their y-position. The higher position will be assigned to th e top most
cell block, the next highest to the next tier cell block, and so forth, as shown in
Figure 4.5. Once assigned to a cell block, the MAV will do a sweep search of th a t
specific block based on pre-defined navigation rules. MAVs will travel to cells w ith
higher values of the cost function
W Xt y ( t )

=

P x,y(t)

+

S x ,y{t),

where

S x ,y ( t )

where the cost function is defined by
=

si+hj + Sj_ i j + Sij-i + s iJ+x. This states

th at all cells surrounding a node th at have not been searched have a higher probability
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of target presence th an cells th a t have. In addition, there is a boundary condition
th at defines the probability of a cell outside of the designated search area contains the
target is zero, thus, ensuring th a t nodes will choose not to venture to those cells.

partition

X-position
Y-position

2,6
8,5
4 ,3
15,1
Figure 4.5: Map after partitions and MAY movement.

4 .2 .3 A p p roach D e te c te d T arget
Approach Detected Target is the second phase of the phase machine. During
this phase, a target has been detected within a search radius, but not localized. Given
N mobile nodes, the objective of this phase is for the nodes to navigate towards the
target while m aintaining a proximal distance from each other. This is accomplished
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using by creating an appropriate cost function and using a steepest descent algorithm.
Consider a focus point ( X t, Yt), and a set of M mobile nodes. The mobile nodes need
to converge to the focus point. Given the area of convergence as A, I have to find the
optimal vertex location for the M--mobile nodes such th a t the following cost function
is minimized
min Ji = R ^ { d i s t K x i , yt), ( X t , Yt)} - R E}2+
i€M
P

E

(4.3)
dist 2[(xi,yi),(xk, y k)],

i,kGM,i^k
where R and P are the design parameters. The param eter R controls the closeness to
the focus point, while param eter P controls the distribution of mobile nodes among
themselves so as to get the optim al deployment. For example, if R »

P implies

th a t the mobile nodes should be deployed so as to concentrate on the focus point
(target), keeping the mobile node deployment optimal. T he factor R E represents the
optim al distance away from the target th a t the MAVs should be in order to get the
most accurate localization. During previous experiments, it was discovered th at R E is
approximately seven meters for the type of experim ents conducted [29].

G radien t D e sc en t A lg o rith m f o r M M obile
S en so r N odes D e p lo y m e n t
Problem : Find the optimal vertex location (x,, y,) where i E M such th at the
following cost function is minimized.
S tep 0:
min A = R^2{di st [{Xi , yi ) , ( X t, Y t)] - R E}2 + P
iE A f

dist~2[(xi, y{), {xk, yk)],
M ,i^ k
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As long as i does not equal to k , then the equation in differentiable.
S tep 1:
Calculate

dx\

R J 2 2(Xi

^

R^

1

yi

P

i€M

[(*
i , k e M , i ^ k lv *

(Vi - Y t ) - P

x

)2 + ( y
K>
vyj

y

)2] 2 ’

yK'

( 4 -4 )

J

E

<«)

ieM

LV *

vyi

yfc' J

S tep 2:
Let the sta rt point be (aqo, j/io) and let th e tolerance be given by e.
S tep 3:
Choose step size as Xs to minimize J\
M l— , yis - , Xsd—
J—
A = mm
• Jrx ( x is - X - — ,yis - A——
, dJA ,
Jir f x is - , Xs\
dxi s
dyis J
y
dx^g
dyis J

(4.6)

where i € M . This step is to be repeated for every mobile node.
S tep 4:
Calculate the next point (^j(s+1),r/j(s+1))
%i(s-(-1)

%is

\

dJl

Qx- ’

dJ\
yl(s+i) = yis - X9- — ,
oyis

(A 7 \

4.7)

(4.8)

where i £ M . This step is to be repeated for every mobile node. If the algorithm tries
to move two mobile nodes to the same location (unlikely), the request is denied and
the step is re-updated.
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S tep 5:
Term inate the calculation if
| J\{x-is — yisj

J\

, Dt^s+i)) | — c•

(^'^)

Otherwise, repeat S tep 4.

4 .2 .4 P A D F
PADF, as described in Chapter 3, is based on the formulation and investigation
of path-loss based metrics th a t are measured and estim ated across multiple platforms
in order to intelligently position-adapt the location of each platform. In other words,
each individual node adapts its position based on sensing values, dependent upon the
medium, and converges towards the target. By using th e relationship between RSS
values and the associated distance between sender and receiver, the ta rg e t’s position
can be approximated. RSS d a ta is approxim ated into distance values based on PLE
values, and estim ates th e position of the targ et using a Least Square E stim ation
m ethod. The convergence and adaptation of th e MAVs’ position is the key to the
PADF concept. The objective is to reduce the error associated w ith the localization
of the target as the MAVs organize themselves in certain configurations.

4 .3 S im u lation and Im p lem en ta tio n
The control algorithm was im plem ented in a custom JAVA sim ulator. This
simulator is primarily used to simulate a distributed network with mobile agents and
multiple static nodes in search of a target. The static nodes represent an ad-hoc WSN
w ith communication to mobile sensor nodes/M AVs. T he sim ulator im plem ents the
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first phase of the three-phase machine MAV control algorithm th a t provides a search
for a hidden electrom agnetic em itter. Some of th e key com ponents im plem ented in
the sim ulator include th e following:
C rea te a search map: Each node has a stored map of the searched area.
D efin e p o sitio n (x, y ): The position of the mobile MAV is (x, y).
N a v ig a tio n laws: These laws are based on th e three-phase machine and how a
specific MAV would traverse the environment. Given th e search algorithm ,
boundary constraints and path planning are implemented.

4 .3 .1 S im u lation
The sim ulator was designed to implement the cooperative sweep search algo
rithm mentioned above. The search area (size of which is known) was partitioned into
equal sized sub-cells. Each MAV is then assigned to a specific sub-cell based on the
y-coordinated position. A random target is created in the global search area, and the
task of each MAV is to search its predefined area and report back to the other MAVs
whether or not it finds the target in a centralized fashion. As seen in Figure 4.6, given
two MAVs, a simple sweep search is implemented. The blue and red dashed line would
be the expected trajecto ry of each M A V \ and M A V 2 , respectively. The sim ulation
stops and moves to next stage whenever the target is found by any single MAV, thus
not allowing M A V 2 to completely search its given area.
In the current scenario setup, I ran m ultiple instances of the sim ulator w ith
varying factors such as size of search area and num ber of MAVs. The to tal num ber
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of MAVs range from 1, 3, 5, or 10, while th e area is 100 x 200 units. I then double
this space and rerun all experiments (search area of 200 x 400 units). Looking at the
case of 10 MAVs working in tandem to search an area th a t is 100 x 200 units, and
given the dynam ics of th e algorithm , this area was divided into equally partitioned
sub-cells of 100 x 20 units. Since th e MAVs are initially randomly positioned, their
y-coordinate position was sorted, and according to an ID, assigned to a particular cell.

cell

cell,
target

1 I

.J

1

- m av2

MAVj

Figure 4.6: Search algorithm trajectory w ith two MAVs.

The sweep search was conducted until one of the MAVs searched the area of
the ta rg e t’s location. Once this happened, the search is over and the next stage is
executed. During the search stage, the results of the algorithm efficiency are shown
below-. Each MAV moves exactly one unit per step in the search. A to ta l sum of
the unit steps represents the runtim e of the algorithm. Since the process is running
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as a thread, versus as a parallel algorithm , this was the most reliable indicator of a
true runtim e. I ran the simulation 50 times and plotted the average runtim e, as can
be seen in Figure 4.7 for the aforem entioned case. Figure 4.8 shows th e runtim e of
the same scenario with five MAVs. The rest of th e simulation results can be seen in
Table 4.1. Notice th at as the number of MAVs increases, the runtim e decreases. This
is to be expected, in th a t the algorithm is more efficient with more MAVs searching
cooperatively.

7000
Total runtim e
AVG runtim e

5000
c
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Figure 4.7: Runtime of search algorithm with 10 MAVs.
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Total runtim e
AVG runtim e

5J

*
O

5,000

N um ber of sim ulations

Figure 4.8: Runtim e of search algorithm with 5 MAVs.

Table 4.1: All simulation results of average runtim e in search phase.
N u m b er
of MAVs
3
5
10
3
5
10

S ize o f Search
A rea (u n its)
100
100
100
200
200
200

x
x
x
x
x
x

200
200
200
400
400
400

S im u lation
C ount

A vg.
R u n tim e

50
50
50
50
50
50

8321
4674
1647
28520
25921
15025

4 .4 C on clu sion
This paper has presented a guide to a phase-machine approach in cooperative
control as it relates to a mobile sensor network of MAVs searching for a hidden RF
em itter. The results show th a t w ith modifications and improvements, this can be
viable as a fully implementable search m ethod for UAVs and MAVs. F uture work
will include simulation of dynamic mobile nodes, allowing for more realistic real-life
simulations. I also plan to extend the sim ulator to more complex scenarios, such as
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those where the environm ent size is initially unknown or the search field is a vast
area. Additionally, the algorithm is currently based on a centralized algorithm. The
next research and development step will include distributed search and localization
algorithm. There are also plans to implement this algorithm as a real-life experiment
using the Qball MAVs [62] in the MAVSeN laboratory at Louisiana Tech University.
In addition to an implementation, I also plan to improve the phase-machine, especially
in PADF efficiency and em itter localization accuracy.

C H A PTER 5
MICRO-AERIAL VEHICLES A N D SENSO R
NETW ORKS LABORATORY
5.1 In tro d u ctio n
WSN have the ability to form ad-hoc networks and th e nodes th a t these
networks are composed of are capable of being interfaced with various sensors or
controlling actu ato r systems, physiological s ta tu s of troops or m onitoring areas for
insurgent activity, and the detection of radiological or biological agents. For this
very reason, the Micro Aerial Vehicles and Sensor Networks (MAVSeN) lab has
been designed specifically for the purpose of research in small-scale aerial vehicle
design, cooperative intelligent sensing, and control algorithm s of such platform s for
various applications. T he MAVSeN lab, though not th e first of its kind— as other
universities [63,64] and research facilities, such as MIT [65] and the Air Force Research
Lab, respectively, have comparable infrastructures—has the capabilities to perform a
myriad of experiments in various research fields, from swarm behavior to autonomous
target tracking. Thus, the MAVSeN laboratory is designed to experiment with swarms
of MAVs and sensor networks, in both layered and cooperative sensing concepts. The
laboratory setup provides a high-speed and high-resolution motion capture system th at
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emulates indoor GPS. The motion capture system has the ability to track any objects,
outfitted with specialized fluorescent markers, visible to the network of cameras.

5.2 L ab oratory F u n ctio n a lity a n d Setup
The MAVSeN laboratory provides unique capabilities for experim enting with
multiple MAVs and sensor networks, using layered and cooperative sensing concepts.
The laboratory setup consists of a high-speed and high-resolution m otion capture
system th a t emulates indoor GPS, conceptually shown in Figure 5.1.

Vicon high-speed
cameras

Qball MAVs with wireless
sensor nodes

=

sensor network
and MAVcontroller

Figure 5.1:
Laboratory.

Gig*™5*

Conceptual Micro-Aerial Vehicle and Sensor Network (MAVSeN)

The motion capture system has the ability to track objects via high precision
tracking d a ta w ith slow or high speed m otion using markers of sizes ranging from
3 to 25mm in diam eter, seen in Figure 5.2. Tracking such small objects would be

conducive to research on significantly smaller MAVs akin to the interests of th e Air
Force: bird-sized MAVs with flapping wings or smaller autonomous airborne vehicles.
The laboratory consists of a Vicon motion tracking system, various MAVs and wireless
sensor network platform s th a t can be used in experim ents related to cooperative
control, detection, reconnaissance, and m onitoring applications.

Figure 5.2: Fluorescent Tracking Marker— 3mm, 9mm, and 14mm markers, from left
to right

5.2.1 C om m an d and C ontrol N etw ork
The MAVSeN’s com m and and control network is composed of two separate
wireless d ata stream s th a t send and receive data in real-time, as shown in Figure 5.3.
The first com ponent is th e position inform ation from th e MX T-40 cam eras. This
information emulates GPS system. Giganet switch transfers camera data to the server.
The Vicon Tracker software processes the data, then transfers it through an internal
port connection to a multi-client server. D ata frames containing object d ata are polled
from the Vicon Tracker. Each tracking object in the cam era’s field of view is defined
as an object and is composed of four markers configured in a noil-symm etric planar
topology. The server iterates through all four m arkers th a t define th e object being
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tracked and packetizes this information. Each MAV is configured as a client and upon
model execution connects to the Vicon server.

Vicon T40 Cameras

Vicon Giganet Switch

Wireless data stream of
marter positions to QUARC
model running on Gumstix

0

Vicon Server with Tracker Software

•.

\

*
Quanser Groundstatlon with MATLAB/QUARC
Wireless connection transmits control
signals to QUARC model running on
Gumstix and receives HiQ flight sensor
data_______________________________

Figure 5.3: D ata stream between m otion capture cameras and MAVs.

The second com ponent of the com m and and control network is the control
station th a t controls the MAVs, in this case Quanser ground station. T he ground
station is responsible for uploading compiled code, transm itting joystick commands,
and receiving flight system data. The Quanser ground station enables users to design
and edit Sim ulink/Q uaRC control system models. Embedded code th a t runs on the
on-board G um stix modules is created from Simulink as embedded C through the
QuaRC software library, then uploaded wirelessly to the Gumstix. Model activation is
performed by running the model in QuaRC and execution of the model occurs when
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the user increases the throttle position on the USB joystick above a certain threshold.
As a safety mechanism, values below th at threshold cause the flyer to land.
In addition to fully autonom ous flight execution, each MAV can be flown
tele-operationally w ith models th a t translate th e USB joystick control inputs and
transm it them directly to the Gumstix from the ground station. Tele-operation models
can be configured for full user control or p artial user control. P artial user control
allows one or more control surfaces to be actively actuated by th e control system to
m aintain user-defined set points for height, roll, and pitch commands.

5.2.2 V ico n M o tio n C a p tu re S y stem
The cam era system consists of ten Vicon T-40 cameras (one such cam era is
shown in Figure 5.4). Each camera, configured w ith 12.5mm lenses th a t give an
effective Field of View (FoV) of 66.7 by 51.6 degrees a t a 5m cam era distance, is
outfitted with a CCD sensor having a resolution of 2,352 x 1,728 (4,064,256) pixels [66].
This provides a full resolution maximum cap tu re rate of 370 fps for each cam era.
Surrounding each lens is a circular array of 252 near infrared (780nm) LEDs, which
are adjustable in brightness to increase th e sensitivity of the cam eras for different
lighting conditions. This enables the system to provide high precision tracking d ata
with slow or high-speed motion using markers of sizes ranging from 3mm to 25mm in
diameter.
Markers are attach ed to objects th a t are to be tracked inside the capture
volume. The versatility of the Vicon MX T-40 camera enables tracking of markers as
small as 14mm in volumes 10m x 10m x 4m. Cameras are networked via gigabit cables
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th a t provide power, control, and d a ta transfer from th e Vicon MX G iganet switch.
The Giganet switch has connectivity for up to ten cam eras and can be networked
w ith additional switches if more cam eras are needed. The captured cam era d a ta is
then fed into th e Vicon server and displayed using th e Vicon Tracker software for
real-tim e analysis and capture. This d a ta can also be transferred to th e Q uanser
Workstation for flight algorithm position analysis in MATLAB, Simulink, and QuaRC
via a crossover cable connection.

Figure 5.4: Vicon T-40 camera.

C H A PTER 6
PO SITIO N-ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR
MAV CONTROL
6.1 In tro d u ctio n
Localization using sensor networks and MAVs or UAVs has been researched
primarily in missions of search and exploration [7,16,21]. While each mission has its own
unique objectives, a common thread is navigation in the environment. Navigation can
be accomplished autonomously or semi-autonomously through control algorithm s [8],
or completely by human interaction with some external feedback, i.e., sensors readings
or a video stream . In either scenario, a com bination of im portant factors such as
localization techniques, p ath planning, and obstacle avoidance m ust be addressed.
Considering the PADF technique, in which mobile sensors can adapt their position in
order to improve localization accuracy, th e adaptation refers to a sensor’s location
or position, not a modification of the control algorithm itself [67]. M ost navigation
algorithms rely on a vision-based navigation protocol or a pre-planned flight trajectory
to traverse an environment. Vision-based m ethods can use images from a cam era to
map out the environment at detect obstacles. For instance, [68] presented a novel stereobased obstacle avoidance system on a vision-guided MAV that was capable of fully
autonomous maneuvers in unknown and dynamic environments. They used an obstacle
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mapping algorithm to process stereo images, producing a 3-D m ap representation of
the environment using virtual scan, while a path planning algorithm rapidly computed
a suboptim al path. O ther vision-aided research uses cameras to operate in real-time
as part of the navigation process w ithout building m aps [69,70].
W ithout the use of cameras one must rely on use of sensors for environmental
feedback—typically including the use of additional sensors, such as laser range finders
or sonar [71,72], or by more advanced techniques, such as simultaneous localization and
mapping, which uses the vehicle sensors to build a map of the environment [73]. Once
the environment is mapped out, algorithms such as the strap down inertial navigation
system [74], or the cooperative operations in urban terrain program [75] can be used
to investigate and develop the cooperative control algorithms needed for navigation
and obstacle avoidance. P ath planning can be used instead of real-time modification
methods. In [72], a path planning module th a t combined two algorithms—an A* search
algorithm and a potential field method (PFM ) was implemented. The A* algorithm
finds the shortest collision-free path from the current (estimated) position of the MAV
toward the target position and provided way-points th at served as interm ediate goals
for the PFM . The P FM then calculated a feasible p a th from the current position
to the farthest way point within a line of sight from th e MAV. Unlike any of these
discussed m ethods, in th e PADF m ethod MAVs, using EM sensors, move based on
a cost function th a t improves the index of perform ance as it transitions from one
position to another.
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6.2 P o sitio n -A d a p tiv e M A V
Using the results from the static experiments for position adaptation algorithm
development, we developed an autonom ous control of a mobile node based on the
cross PLE of the surrounding receivers combined with th e RSSI from mobile node to
the targ et th a t will allow the mobile node to move from places of lower estim ation
accuracy to places of higher estim ation accuracy. For instance, in Figure 6.1, based
on th e positions of the receivers, the mobile node will try to move from the area of
clustered nodes, to an area where it is positioned in front of the leakage point while
m aintaining line-of-sight with other receivers.

R*c*iv*r
Mobil* nod*
Em itter
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Figure 6.1: Adaptive behavior projection.

6.2.1 A lg o rith m D ev elo p m en t
A ssu m p tio n 7. There is a single stationary hidden target concealed by an obstruction,
with a portion of the obstruction clear as a leakage point.
A ssu m p tio n 8.

All receivers are of known location and deployed in the same

environment as the target.
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Given those assum ptions, let the R S S [ ( X a / , Y m ) , {xT , y T )\ be the received
signal strength at location ( Xm, Y m) of the mobile node from th e signal transm itted
by the targ et em itter (x t , U t )• We th en define the p a th loss exponent between two
receivers as P L E [(X m , Y m ) , ( x k , y k ) ] , where (xk, Uk) is a static receiver node’s position.
Based on these, we propose an adaptive behavior where the mobile node moves such
th a t the RSS between the mobile node and the targ et increases, while the mean
cross PLE among all receivers (including mobile node) decreases. This can be better
summarized as a cost function:
N

R S S [ ( Xm,VYm v-V
) , (x t

J = Q u q q Uv

^

, V t )]

E

Nr

’

( 6 - 1)

where both Q and R are design param eters th at adjust thresholds for RSSI and PLE,
respectively. The adaptive policy should follow a p a th th a t minimizes J , i,e. adjust
( Xm, Ym) such th at J is minimized via a simple discrete version of the gradient descent
algorithm —the “hill climbing” optim ization technique. Hill climbing is an iterative
algorithm th at starts with an arbitrary solution to a problem, then attem pts to find
a b etter solution by increm entally changing a single element of th e solution. If the
change produces a better solution, an incremental change is made to the new solution,
repeating until no further improvements can be found. Thus, the new positions
(X Mnew, Y Mnew)

can be calculated as

S tep 1:

,
„
1
, n ^ P L £ { ( X u ,YM),(z*,yi.)}
Jo l d ~ W R q q l ( Y V A ,
x,
R S S [ ( X Mj YM) , ( x T ,yT)]
N
S tep 2:
Calculate new J value, called J ^ for all surrounding cells, i.e., cells th at border
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the current cell (cell w ith mobile node’s position of ( X m , Y m )) to the north, south,
east, and west by a single step unit.
j

_ ^ _______________ 1_________________ p
N ~ ^ R S S [ ( X M ± 5 , Y M ± A ) , ( x T, yT) y
^

P L E [(Xm ± 6, Ym ± A ) , (xk, yk)]
N

S tep 3:
Choose m inim um value of four cases for J n, called m in V a l, to be com pared
to J 0idS tep 4:
I f (m in V a l < Joid)
-Y- Mnetu = X -position {m in V al],

YMnew = y-position[m inVal].

Else
X i\lneu.

Xm,

YMnew

Ym •

Continue Step 4 for as long as m in V a l < J0id.
Note, th a t in scenarios where there are multiple mobile agents, the above cost
function would result in the agents converging towards the same point, if all are based
on the same position-adaptive algorithm. Therefore, to accommodate for additional
mobile agents, we propose a cost function th a t has a repelling force between mobile
sensor nodes, thus keeping them away from each other. Let M be a set of all mobile
sensor node IDs. Then, the cost function th at governs th e motion of multiple mobile
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sensor nodes is given by
+ Q

1
T . , eMR S S { ( X i, Y l) , ( x T , Vr)]
( 6 .2 )

A;=l

P L E \(X „ Y ,) , ( x k, y k)\
N

The first term here is a repelling force between MAV sensor nodes. Note th a t using the
first term alone would cause all mobile nodes to move away from each other towards
infinity. Therefore, the second term is necessary to counter balance th e repelling
force caused by the first com ponent of the cost function. It is therefore assumed
th a t all mobile nodes can sense the RSS from th e hidden emitter. T he param eter P
is a weighting factor for spatial distribution of mobile nodes, the param eter Q is a
weighting factor related to the RSS from the hidden em itter, and the param eter R is
the weighting factor related to the cross-PLE between mobile and static sensor nodes.

6.2.2 P a th -L o ss E x p o n en t
In Equations 3.7 and 3.8 the RSSI was calculated based on the log-normal
shadowing model, specifically for IRIS WSNs. Considering these equations, where a
is the PLE, distance calculations th a t estim ate each nodes’ distance from the em itter
are contingent on PLE. The PLE depends on th e medium of EM signal propagation
and is usually not known a priori. PLE numbers typically range from 2 to 5, with the
value 2 being associated with free-space propagation (usually reserved for propagation
in anechoic chambers or very short distances), and 4 being a distorted environment
(such as an urban scenario w ith multiple buildings). We attem pted to calibrate the
PLE values pertinent to our laboratory setup. This not only served the purpose of
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PL E calibration, b u t it also was necessary for accurate fabrication of RSS values
implemented in a simulation for the position adaptive algorithm simulation.

6.3 E x p erim en ta l P L E C alib ration
In order to use PLE as a m etric for position adaptation, we first calibrate the
PLE in a laboratory environment. This experiment was performed inside of Louisiana
Tech Universitys MAVSeN laboratory, as described in Chapter 5. The calibration was
done for two separate scenarios— a proposed free-space environment and another in
which the em itter is obstructed, simulating a distorted environment.
6.3.1 P L E C alib ration in O b stru ction -F ree E n viron m en t
To calibrate th e PLE, we first measured the RSSI at a reference distance of
one meter, defined as R S S I q (value approximately 45). This value was converted to
dBm (in this case, dBm value of -46) and is used according to E quation 3.8. The
log-normal model states th a t the received power is not uniform when m easured at
different locations while maintaining the same distance separation between em itter and
receiver; therefore, we collected multiple RSSI values produced from similar distances
from the emitter. The distances ranged from one to six meters. Because RSSI is very
erratic and unstable at times, 50 samples were collected and averaged for each distance
measurem ent. D istances were recorded multiple tim es from different orientations,
again, to include the unpredictability of RSSI values. These values were recorded in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Sample RSSI values based on varying distance.
E m itter
P o sitio n

R eceiver
P o sitio n

x

y

x

y

-1
0
0
1
-1
0
-1
-1
1
-2

-1
-2
-1
0
-2
0
-1
0
1
-2

1

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

D ista n ce
(m )

L og(D )

R S SI
(avg)

R SSI to
dB m

Po
(d B m )

1
1
1.41
2
2
2.24
2.24
2.83
3
3

0.000
0.000
0.149
0.301
0.301
0.350
0.350
0.452
0.477
0.477

47
46
38
44
42
35
38
36
40
37

-44
-45
-53
-47
-49
-56
-53
-55
-51
-54

-46
-46
-46
-46
-46
-46
-46
-46
-46
-46

P ij ~

Po

2
1
-7
-1
-3
-10
-7
-9
-5
-8

These values were then plotted as dBm value versus log(D ), as shown in
Figure 6.2. The final dBm value was calculated by subtracting th e dB m value of
receiver to em itter (R S S I - 91) from th e reference distance dB m (To - 91). One
can see by the variance in values at sim ilar distances how RSSI can fluctuate. This
variance is consolidated into a linear regression model th a t shows the trend of RSS at
certain distances. This is shown as the solid line in th e Figure 6.2, and the slope is
given by
m =

( R S S I - 91) - (P0 - 91)
log (D)

and can be quantified in the bold linear equation (slope = -20.995).

Deriving

Equation 6.3 from Equation 3.7 yields
( R S S I - 91) - (P0 - 91)
log(D)

—10 ■a — m

(6.4)
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The value of PLE is approxim ately 2.1, suggesting free-space p a th loss and
would seem contradictory w ith propagation being inside a laboratory w ith many
m ulti-path losses. However, this small PLE is due to short distances incorporated in
calibration.
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Figure 6.2: Experim ental RSSI calibration results for unobstructed em itter.

6.3.2 P L E C alib ration w ith O b stru ction
Performing the same test as in Section 6.3.1, th e RSSI was m easured and
recorded at multiple distances between em itter and receiver. However, this time, the
em itter was placed in a foil-lined box th at restricted EM propagation, except through
the leakage point—a large opening or window in the front of th e box. This can be
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seen in Figure 6.3. Multiple distances were again taken into consideration. While the
m ajority of RSS-to-distance m easurem ents were taken behind or on the side of the
box, there were multiple instances of the measurement being taken in front of the box.
This would increase th e RSSI value, which m ade for a more realistic and accurate
depiction of th e scenario th at an obstruction would create.

e m itte r

Figure 6.3: E m itter inside obstruction during RSS testing.

The reference measurement at one meter, PG, was taken behind the box away
from the leakage point. The RSSI value recorded was 38 and was again converted to
dBm (-53). The various RSSI d ata points measured for distance were recorded in a
table and plotted, as shown in Figure 6.4. Based on a linear regression model, the
slope was measured and used to calculate the PLE, which gives a value of 2.49. These
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P L E models were used in the developm ent of the MAV position control algorithm
simulator.

o.qpo

0.200

0 .4 0 0

0 .600

0.800

1.000

i
I

-20

Figure 6.4: RSSI calibration testing with em itter obstructed experim entation results.

6.4 M A T L A B S im u la tio n D ev elo p m en t and R e su lts
To test the functionality of the algorithm, we developed a MATLAB simulation
tasked with taking multiple static receivers in conjunction with a single mobile node
and target.
6.4.1 D ev elo p m en t P a ram eters
In development of the sim ulation, we took into account how we w anted to
address the problem. Therefore, initial assum ptions were taken into consideration.
Also, other assumptions had to be made th at corresponded to simulation environment.
A ssu m p tio n 9. The obstruction is a bounded, convex two-dimensional object.
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A ssu m p tio n 10. The minimum distance between th e nearest neighbors of two
separate obstructions is greater th an th e w idth of th e mobile agent such th a t any
planned path between the objects in navigable.
A ssu m p tio n 11. The mobile node will be in close proximity to other static nodes.
Based on previous research and experimental results, satisfactory localization accuracy
was achieved when receiver nodes are surrounding the em itter w ith a relatively equal
spacing from the em itter [12,29,30,76]. Any cluster of receivers will result in reduced
accuracy, no m atter if they are in front of leakage point or not.

Leakage point

placem ent does help reduce error, however, as nodes closer to front of box tend to
produce a slightly b e tte r result. Therefore, the objective of th e mobile node is to
move from a position of cluster, to an area th at would produce a b etter localization
accuracy based on the control algorithm implemented.
6.4.2 S im u lation E n viron m en t
The simulator was created in MATLAB to emulate the behavior of the adaptive
position algorithm described in Section 6.2.1. It has th e ability sim ulate m ultiple
receivers or static nodes. Based on given assumptions an d constraints, any obstacle
can be built in the simulation environment, as long as it consists of straight-edges. As
shown in Figure 6.5, a sample of the GUI is shown with multiple static nodes (orange
in color), a single target (red), a single mobile node (cyan), and an obstacle (solid
black line) that happens to represent a “wall” as a single line. The search environment
itself is seen as a grid (dotted lines) th at help to incorporate the step size of the mobile
node. The smaller the grid size, then the smaller steps th e mobile node takes as it
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traverses from cell to cell. Movement from cell to cell is based on the position adaptive
algorithm . The node chooses the next x mnem, ymnew from surrounding cells based on
discrete tim e function described in Section 6.2.1.

ITargii
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Static n o d e
M obile n o d e
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•■ ir s e ±
...............

targ e t
o b stacle

Figure 6.5: Screenshot of MATLAB sim ulator for adaptive position algorithm.

The PLE calibration testing, performed in Section 6.3.1, was the basis for PLE
and RSSI values in the simulation. The linear regression equations (bold equations
in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4) used to calculate PLE to represent free-space path
loss and obstacle-obstructed path loss, values of 2.1 and 2.5, respectively, are used
to reverse-calculate approxim ate RSSI based on distance of cell position to target
position. For example, for a cell position th a t is 10 m eters from the actual location
of th e targ et nodes cell position w ith no obstruction in between, th e RSSI a t th a t
sample node would be:
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R S S I i j = ( R S S I q + K ) - 10 ■a • log(£>) - K

= (45 - 91) - 10 • 2.1 • log 10 + 91
= 24.
These values are calculated on a per-case basis in the sim ulator depending on
if an obstacle exists between the cell and the actual position of the target. A random
noise w ith a S /N of 8:1 was added to values of the RSS. This accounts for

a lower

signal-to-noise ratio when the receiver is further from th e target. T he PL E between
all surrounding receivers and the mobile node, denoted as CrossPLE, was calculated
as the mean of the individual PL E values. Each PL E value was derived from the
PLE calibration experim ent—either 2.1, suggesting free space, or 2.5, suggesting an
object is interfering with propagation. The design parameters, Q and R, are manually
adjusted for RSSI and PLE sensitivity, respectively. As either value increases, it
influences the position adaptive algorithm ’s index of performance to go towards the
target to increase RSS or move towards an unobstructed area to achieve line-of-sight
with the adjacent static nodes.

6.4 .3 Sim u lation R esu lts
The position-adaptive algorithm was tested in a scenario in which five static
nodes surrounded a static target. A mobile node is place is th e near vicinity of a
static node. A single object is added in the search environment. The objective is for
the mobile node to move to an area of higher localization accuracy based on the cost
function 6.1. The param eter Q represents the weighting factor related to the node’s
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closeness to the target, and the param eter R represents the weighting factor related
to mobile node’s direct line-of-sight with other static nodes (im portant in order to
keep good communication).

S cenario 1: W all-T ype Obstacle
In the first experimental simulation, the environment was set up as described
above w ith a “wall-like” obstacle between several of the static nodes and the target,
as shown in Figure 6.6. The mobile node sta rts in th e upper-left corner near the
static node. I varied the values of the control param eters and plotted the trajectory
th at the mobile node took. The simulation is finished when the cost function, J , was
minimized. Note th a t as the mobile node encountered an obstacle (placed between
current positions and desired next position), th e algorithm chooses th e next best
position, excluding previous position. The sim ulator was run five times for different
values of param eters R and Q. In the figure below, the paths for the different values
are colored and each path termination is signified by the white square and R -Q ratio.
Notice the fifth p ath with the highest value of Q, representing RSSI as prim e factor,
came closest to the target; whereas the th ird p ath , w ith the highest R , stayed in
line-of-sight of nodes 1 ,2 , and 5.
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Figure 6.6: Sim ulation w ith single object as a "wall” . T he sim ulation was run five
times for various values of R and Q, thus changing the trajecto ry /p ath of the mobile
node.

Scenario 2: B ox -T ype Obstacle
Similar to Scenario 1, the simulation was set up with analogous placem ent of
static nodes, target, and initial starting position of mobile node. However, is this
scenario, the target was encased in a “box-like” obstacle similar to Figure 6.3. Again,
the objective was for the mobile node to move to positions that would achieve potential
higher localization accuracy. In Figure 6.7, as Q continues to increase, the paths
get closer to the box’s front, which is considered a leakage point and will produce
the cleanest levels of RSSI, thus making accuracy higher than if taken behind the
box. Note th a t in the path,2 case, because the values of Q and R are low, there is
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no incentive for a mobile node to move right such as in other cases and the node
stays within direct line-of-sight with static nodes 1 and 2. While there is an infinite
num ber of scenarios possible to create, these two generic sim ulations show th a t the
position adaptive algorithm will indeed traverse the search environment based on the
cost function. A djusting the design param eters will change the p ath or trajectory of
the mobile node contingent on the mission requirements.
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Figure 6.7: Sim ulation with target encased in “box” . The object restricted EM
propagation, except to front of box, thus creating a leakage point. T he sim ulation
was run five times for various values of Q and R.
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6.5 C o n clu sio n
I presented a cost function th a t is based on PLE and RSSI mobile and static
nodes in a deployed environment. The m ethod is based on a position-adaptive direction
finding concept where th e mobile node moves to positions of higher localization
accuracy. I allow for multiple cooperative mobile nodes and more than a single target
to be included. T he algorithm , though constrained to initial assum ptions, can be
implemented in a real-time experim ent with MAV-quadrotors at th e Louisiana Tech
University’s MAVSeN lab. In the future I will investigate the use of complex cepstrum
between mobile nodes and the hidden em itter as a m etric for a MAV control and
obstacle avoidance. Complex cepstrum is correlated with a received echo in EM signals.
Therefore, reducing the cepstrum leads to improving measurement and estim ation in
an environment (similar to phenomenon in biological species w ith built-in cepstrum
minimization and detection, or echo reduction, capabilities that allow movement away
from large objects/anim als). Prelim inary results have shown th a t while doing the
complex cepstrum of a signal, any peaks or significant spikes observed in the analysis
can be interpreted as an echo that corresponds to an obstacle in the EM propagation
environment. Knowing the proximal locations of obstructions allows the m etric to
adjust the position of the mobile nodes in order to improve localization accuracy.

C H A PTER 7
PADF IMPLEM ENTATION W ITH
MAVS A N D W SNS
Using a com bination of hardw are (IRIS wireless sensor nodes) and software
modules (MATLAB and Java), both a static and mobile localization experim ent was
perform ed to test the accuracy of finding an unknown em itter. T he IRIS nodes are
capable of both the com m unication and sensing capacity. A brief description of the
architecture and design of these nodes is given below.

7.1

H ardw are C om p o n en ts

IR IS W ireless S en sor N od es: The IRIS 2.4 GHz mote by MEMSIC, shown
in Figure 7.1, is a module used for enabling low-power, wireless sensor networks [56]
by use of th e embedded system, TinyOS, w ritten in th e NesC language [77]. It has
a 2.4 to 2.48 GHz globally com patible ISM band; a 250 kbps high d a ta rate radio
(outdoor line-of-sight tests yielded ranges as far as 500 meters between nodes without
amplification); an IEEE 802.15.4 com pliant RF transceiver; and a direct sequence
spread spectrum radio (resistant to R F interference/provides inherent d a ta security.)
A ground antenna plane was added th a t shields the antenna from the rest of the
node electronics, preventing interference with RSSI measurements. This creates more
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omni-directional measurements, which is very im portant for integration w ith ground
vehicles and MAVs, as seen on the rightm ost side of Figure 7.1.
The prim ary function of the receiver sensor nodes is to detect the EM source
and transm it the RSSI values between neighboring nodes and the em itter. T he RSSI
values are being collected at a rate of ten samples per second, or every 100 milliseconds,
and then forwarded to th e base station, where a host com puter collects all d a ta and
calculates the position of the em itter using a localization algorithm based on LSE.

Figure 7.1: Modified IRIS sensor node for improved omni-directional RSSI m easure
ments.

We tested the concept of estim ating an em itter’s position using RSSI values
with IRIS sensor nodes. To add to the complexity of th e problem and make it more
conducive to a real-world scenario, such as one pertaining to an urban environment,
the emitter was placed in a foil-lined box to restrict EM propagation, except from the
opening in the front (which was considered a leakage point). The following sections
describe the testing using IRIS wireless sensor nodes.
Q ball M A V s: The MAVSeN laboratory has three Qball-X4 platforms, shown
in Figure 7.2. The Qball-X4 is a rotary wing vehicle platform developed by Quanser
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th a t provides a suitable MAV platform for a variety of research applications. It
is a quadrotor design w ith four m otors fitted w ith 10-inch propellers. T he entire
mechanism is enclosed within a protective carbon fiber cage, m aking it an ideal tool
for basic vehicle navigation and control. The MAV is equipped w ith QuaRC software
real-time control and multi-agent mission development frameworks; a ground control
station; and embedded computer systems and inertial measurement units.
Porting the cooperative control algorithm s can be done through the software
development toolkit. We integrate Qball-X4 MAVs with IRIS nodes for mobile sensing
applications. The MAVSeN laboratory also has one DraganFlyer X-6 G PS guided
UAV helicopter capable of outdoor flights. Qballs are controlled by full-featured
em bedded avionics d a ta acquisition card, the Q uanser HiQ, which provides highresolution inertial measurement sensors and m otor outputs. High-level control of the
Qball is performed by the Gumstix Verdex embedded computer platform , which has
been configured as a QuaRC target system. Wireless com munication to the ground
station and other vehicles can be configured to be either IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) or IEEE
802.15.4 (ZigBee) [62].
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Figure 7.2: Quanser Qball X-4 micro-aerial vehicle integrated with IRIS wireless sensor
node.

7.2 L o calization E x p erim en ts w ith U n o b stru cted E m itte r
The objective of the localization experim ents performed in the laboratory
environment was to achieve the following goals:
• test accuracy of the localization algorithm,
• examine stability and sensitivity of given configurations.
• explore propagation of the EM signal in em bedded environment w ith leakage
points,
• define a metric th at corresponds to a given configuration’s localization estimate.
As such, we sought to obtain accurate em itter localization results using various
random and controlled configurations th a t would incorporate different RSSI values
at different positions. For this particular experim ent, four IRIS nodes were used as
receivers, w ith one additional IRIS node used as a hidden em itter. One particular
configuration was called the "diamond” configuration—for its shape being similar to
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th at of a geometric diamond in terms of receiver node positioning. An example of the
diamond configuration is shown below in Figure 7.3. Notice th a t all of the receiving
nodes surround the transm itter equilaterally. Each receiver’s distance estim ate, based
on RSSI m easurem ents, can be modeled as a “disc” around th e node. T he LSE
uses the intersections of these disc areas to determine th e position of the transm itter.
Figure 7.4 shows a MATLAB visualization of th e area of the intersecting discs and
the actual location of the transm itter.

Legend:
Receiving Nodes
Transmitting Node

S2

EM propagation
> transmitted EM

IS m

Figure 7.3: Receiving sensor nodes in a diamond configuration surrounding
transm itting node.
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Figure 7.4: An intersection of circles with radii equal to RSS m easured at individual
nodes; width of disks simulate RSS uncertainty.

There are four other user-defined configurations, shown in Figure 7.5 (topologies
2-5, clockwise), as well as m ultiple random positions that were studied in this
experiment.

Figure 7.5: Configurations or topologies 2-5, from top left, clockwise.
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7.2.1 E x p erim en ta l R e su lts for S ta tic W S N
w ith an U n o b stru cted E m itter
The accuracy of the estim ation was determ ined by com paring the distance
between the estim ated and actual positions of the em itter. The positions are given as
coordinates as based on a Cartesian system. The em itter was placed at the origin, (0,
0). After testing the initial five different configurations, the "diamond” configuration
had one of th e highest accuracy rates, as shown in Table 7.1. T he first three rows,
which refers to the "diam ond” configuration and those closely related to it shown
in Figures 7.3 and 7.5, respectively, have the lowest localization error in term s of
estim ated position versus actual position of the hidden emitter. This is an expected
result since LSE is based on the intersection of the RSSI radii from all receiving nodes,
e.g., Figure 7.4. All distances are given in meters.
Table 7.1: IRIS platform for multiple configurations w ith error (case 1-5 corresponds
to configurations 1-5 from Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.5)

Configuration

X-pos

1
2
3
4
5

0.0563
-0.1341
0.0063
-0.0094
0.0373

E stim a tio n
Y-pos
X-pos
0.0117
-0.0271
-0.0805
-2.1713
-2.5462

0.0174
0.0174
0.0174
0.0174
0.0174

A ctu a l
Y-pos
Error
0.0195
0.0195
0.0195
0.0195
0.0195

0.0396
0.1368
0.101
2.17
2.56

W hen th e receivers are relatively equally distributed around the em itter, to
varying degrees of distance and configuration, we get higher estim ation accuracy,
which has also been shown in previous research [12,76]. Any cluster of all receivers
will greatly degrade the accuracy of the localization. This clustering was tested in
more detail in the next section involving obstructions.
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Any cluster of all receivers will greatly degrade the accuracy of the localization.
This clustering was tested in more detail in th e next section involving obstructions.
Even when spatially distributed, it is im portant to note th at distance plays a factor on
the degree of accuracy as well. The same configuration can produce varying accuracy
depending on how close the receivers revolve around th e em itter. Table 7.2 shows
the error when testing distance between the receiver an d the em itter for “diam ond”
configuration. This particular configuration was emphasized because of its initial
accuracy in the localization experiment. Based on the experimentation, if the receiver is
too far from the emitter, then the RSSI values are too low or vary too much to produce
accurate results [27]; however, if too close, then near-field antennae interruptions can
occur, causing distorted RSSI values.
Table 7.2: IRIS platform, diam ond configuration, with varying distance.

Distance
(m)

Xpos

1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
5
8
10
12
16

0.189
-0.260
0.064
0.025
-0.050
0.044
0.043
0.010
-0.018
0.009
0.359

E stim a tio n
YXpos
pos

A ctu al
Y- Error
pos

2.208
2.866
2.200
2.303
2.311
2.317
2.572
2.483
2.480
2.469
2.121

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.347
0.449
0.307
0.199
0.195
0.188
0.084
0.02
0.027
0.333
0.519
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7.3 L ocalization E x p erim en ts w ith S h ield ed E m itte r
Performing the same experiments as previously described for multiple receiving
nodes surrounding a hidden em itter w ithout obstruction, the em itter was placed in a
foil-shielded container used to restrict EM propagation. This container was an 18 x
24 x 18-inch box covered on all sides w ith alum inum foil to shield or restrict the
radio signal propagation. Approximately, a 144-square inch opening was created in
this box as a leakage point. This creates a more challenging environm ent to detect
the hidden em itter—similar to situations in an urban environm ent where there are
may be various EM leakage points or leakage areas. The receiving sensor nodes were
again placed around the em itter in five distinct configurations, upon which the em itter
position was estimated.
We measured th e response of the IRIS nodes and corresponding RSSI values.
Each receiver is placed on a plastic stand about four feet high. It is expected th a t the
degradation of the EM signal passing through the box would reduce the accuracy of
the LSE position of the transm itter. This experim ental setup is shown in Figure 7.6.
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Receivers

Figure 7.6: A setup for the static experim ent w ith em itter in box obstructing
propagation.

7.3.1 R esu lts o f L ocalization E xp erim en t
w ith S h ield ed E m itter
The same experim ents were performed; however, this tim e the sensor nodes
placed around the em itter housed in the foil-shielded container in a coordinated fashion.
Upon testing, the numbers were skewed compared to th e original results of Table 7.2,
distinctly showing higher error than previous testing. This was attrib u ted to th e foil
on all sides shielding th e EM signal propagation and attenuating the RSSI values,
except through th e leakage point (window) in th e front. By obtaining lower values,
the receiving nodes sense they are further away from th e target th a n they actually
are, giving an inaccurate estim ation subsequently. To com pensate for this loss, we
used the cross PLE of surrounding receivers and weighted the distance estim ation,
which enhanced the accuracy, as explained in C hapter 3.4.1.
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These new results can be seen in Table 7.3. Similar to before, clustering of
nodes, even in front of the box where leakage point gives b etter RSSI values, still
degrades the localization accuracy.
Table 7.3: M ultiple configurations with em itter hidden in a shielded container using
weighted-position estim ation algorithm.

Configuration

X-pos

1
2
3
4
5

0.0432
-0.2366
-0.0592
-0.0094
-0.056

E s tim a tio n
Y-pos
X-pos
-0.0743
-0.1041
-0.1427
-2.1713
-2.4416

0.0207
0.0207
0.0207
0.0207
0.0207

A c tu a l
Y-pos Error
-0.0077
-0.0077
-0.0077
-0.0077
-0.0077

0.107
0.275
0.157
2.07
2.435

Upon testing, the values in Table 7.3 when compared to the original results of
Table 7.2, distinctly showed higher error. This was attributed to the foil on all sides
shielding the EM signal propagation and attenuating the RSSI values, except through
the leakage point (window) in the front. By obtaining lower values, th e receiving
nodes sense they are further away from th e target than they actually are, giving an
inaccurate estim ation subsequently. To com pensate for this loss, I incorporated the
cross-PLE of surrounding receivers and weighted the distance estim ation algorithm,
which enhanced the accuracy, as explained in Section 3.4.1. The difference between the
weighted estim ation algorithm and non-weighted algorithm can be seen in Table 7.4.
One can see th a t for each case, save for configuration 4, the perform ance is at least
twice the error rate than its predecessor when the weighting algorithm is not applied.
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Table 7.4: Comparison of weighted algorithm versus non-weighted algorithm.
Error

C on figuration
1
2
3
4
5

W eighted

S tandard

0.107
0.275
0.157
2.07
2.435

1.0015
0.8817
1.8276
1.8903
4.1176

P erform an ce
-lOx
-3x
-llx
+ 1 .1 X

-2x

Similar to the previous configurations test, the clustering of nodes, even in front
of the box where leakage point gives better RSSI values, still degrades the localization
accuracy. This clustering effect was tested in a separate experiment in which multiple
configurations were chosen at random, and then the localization algorithm was applied.
Distance was constrained to four meters, and positions were chosen to test both spatial
distribution and clustering. The varying positions were charted in Figure 7.7 and
are separated by color and shape. For clarity sake, a cluster was defined as all four
receivers placed in near vicinity of each other on any one particular side of the em itter.
As evidenced in Table 7.5, configurations 3,5, and 8, which correspond to th e red
triangle, cyan star, and magenta ‘x ’ in Figure 7.7, respectively, show how clusters yield
poor results, regardless of leakage point placem ent. Leakage point placem ent does
help reduce error, however, as both configuration 6 and 7 (which are predom inately
near opening) b o th yield slightly b etter results opposed to configurations such as 2
and 4, which seem to be placed away from the opening.
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Figure 7.7: Testing accuracy of position placem ent using random configurations of
receivers.

Table 7.5: Error of position placement using random configurations of static receivers.
C onfiguration

C lu ster

Error

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

0.2537
0.2631
2.2046
0.2344
1.8654
0.1501
0.1593
2.3633
0.2663
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7.4 E x p erim en ts w ith M A V -b ased W S N s
In order to further investigate PADF concepts in an indoor environm ent, an
experim ent, as depicted in Figure 7.8, is developed for purposes of investigating
potential refinements in consistency, sensitivity, and robustness via th e design and
im plem entation of three stationary platforms and one continuously moving platform
during the localization phase.
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Figure 7.8: Experim ental position adaptive direction finding (PADF) concept using
MAVs with wireless sensor nodes.

7.4.1 S e n sitiv ity and C o n sisten cy T estin g an d R esu lts
As shown in Figure 7.8, a MAV th at is integrated -with a custom sensor node for
networked cooperative PADF is flown in a "zig-zag” trajectory around an experimental
region-of-interest. The box is partially w rapped w ith alum inum foil and covered
with blue cloth to avoid inducing ambiguities in the distributed camera-based optical
navigation system. An em itter is embedded in the vicinity of a RF leakage point that
is cut out from the front of the enclosure.
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A complete d a ta set is comprised of collecting series of m easurem ents with
all four receiving platform s while operating the MAV along an 8-point localized
zig-zag pattern. The other three nodes are stationary. Figure 7.9 is the plot of the
PADF m etric (blue line), localization error (red line), and a fluctuating RSSI-based
distance estimate (green line) from the fourth dynamic MAV to the embedded emitter.
The m etric itself was derived from the variance of cross-PLE values between the
surrounding receivers. Uniform environm ents w ithout obstacles will lead to similar
values of cross-PLE, thus reducing the variance and th e metric. Theoretically, the
m etric should mimic th e error and provide a basis for receiver convolution in the
environment. One can notice regions of relative stability associated with the distance.
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Figure 7.9: MAV lab tests:
experiments.

localization error and PADF m etric for different
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In addition to exploring the sensitivity of PADF configurations, I also studied
th e effects of m ulti-path echoes and RSSI deflections on the localization accuracy.
Experim ental results show anomalies in the d ata th at indicate very slight deflections
due to the EM signal escaping the box. These deflections are very slight, and do little to
change the RSSI peak value. As shown in Figure 7.10, the left portion, subfigure 7.10(a)
shows the trajectory of a single mobile node (blue stars) moving around the em itter in
the box (red star) in a semi-circular pattern. Notice in subfigure 7.10(b), the highest
values of RSSI are near the middle of th e chart because of the front opening (EM
leakage point) in the box.
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Figure 7.10: RSSI peak value measurement.

To test th e validity of the leakage point and RSSI m easurem ents, another
experiment was performed to exclude the leakage point. The single mobile node was
moved around the back of the box, where no leakage point was evident. Figure 7.11
shows the MAV trajectory around the back of th e box, where no window or leakage
point exists. Because of the lack of a leakage point, the values are relatively equal
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w ith slight variances in value, as shown in subfigure 7.11(b). T he values, however,
indicate there is no significant spike in the RSSI values, which is to be expected.
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Figure 7.11: RSSI peak value measurement from behind the box

7 .4 .2 C ep stru m T estin g and R esu lts
I also provide a complex cepstrum analysis th at is commonly used for detecting
a presence of echoes

inreceived EM signals. This in turn can be used as a measure of

quality of MAV positions—accurate estim ation requires low echo in received wireless
signals. Cepstrum of a signal s(n) is defined as the power spectrum of the logarithmic
power spectrum and is given by
cs(n) = |F {log (<S(n))}|2 .

(7.1)

The complex cepstrum is the logarithmical-weighted components of the signal spectrum
and is given by
ccs(n) = I F F T (log ( S( n) ) ) .

(7.2)
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The independent variable of a cepstral graph is called the “quefrency”, which
is a measure of tim e, though not in the sense of a signal in the tim e domain. Since
the complex cepstrum can be interpreted as representing the logarithmical-weighted
com ponents of th e signal spectrum (i.e. right half of Figure 7.12), the sharp peaks
in the middle and upper “quefrency” regions of the complex cepstrum (as a function
of spatial trajectory coordinates) represent sensitivities and consistencies in complex
m ulti-m odal scattering environments over small localized portions of a platform
trajectory.

Frequency

Figure 7.12: Analytical model for investigating the development of intelligent multip ath echo trend com putations (cepstrum ).

By doing the complex cepstrum of a signal, any peaks in the analysis can be
interpreted as an echo, which usually corresponds to an obstacle in EM propagation. I
performed multiple tests on complex cepstrum analysis in a clear search environment
versus an environment with a large obstacle. The visualization of the lab experiment
and the setup can be seen in Figure 7.13. The obstacle used in this scenario was a
large box lined w ith alum inum foil. This would restrict EM propagation th e same
way as the box containing the em itter. A zig-zag p a tte rn was perform ed as shown
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on the left side of Figure 7.14 with eight distinct points. In the experim ent w ith the
obstruction, the mobile node had to navigate around th e box (yellow box in image
on right in Figure 7.14). I took the resulting RSSI measurements of 150 samples per
distinct point and performed the complex cepstrum algorithm in Equation 7.2 on the
data.

VIcon
cam eras

receivers
em itter

(a) MAVSeN Lab photo of experiment without (b) MAVSeN Lab photo of experiment with
obstruction
obstruction

Figure 7.13: Cepstrum experim ental setup in MAVSeN Lab
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Figure 7.14: Cepstrum experiment with trajectory plotted.
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The complex cepstrum in Figure 7.15 shows th a t for the first experiment with
no obstruction, the complex cepstrum at each distinct point shows no peaks. However,
in the second experiment, with the large obstacle (box), points 1, 2, and 3 are hidden
behind the box. Looking at the second set of graphs, Figure 7.16, points 1-3 are clearly
disproportionate to points 4-8. This variance of data in th e first three positions proves
th a t the obstacle was indeed detected using th e cepstrum analysis. As th e object
blocked the signal, th e reverberations caused echoes th a t were shown on the graph.
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C H A PTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
I have experim entally dem onstrated th a t RSS can effectively be used for
localization of a hidden em itter using wireless sensor networks. Localization accuracy
is improved as the num ber of sensor nodes and their spatial d istrib u tio n /sp read
increases. I have introduced the concept of position-adaptive direction finding applied
to localization of a hidden, cooperative em itter where static and mobile nodes cooperate
in the localization mission by coordinating their sensing, and adapting their position
in real-time. I improved localization accuracy by adapting receivers’ positions to
areas of higher estim ated accuracy. I developed a custom three-phase machine for
cooperative MAV control in large environments, th a t allows MAVs to search for
target before ultim ately localizing it. Additionally, I developed a sim ulator th a t
im plem ents a position-adaptive MAV control algorithm , based on RSSI and PLE
between mobile and static nodes, in a deployed environment th a t will allow mobile
nodes to reposition themselves for increased accuracy. This sim ulation can be used
to simulate more complex scenarios as well as allow th e design and im plem entation
of other localization algorithms. In addition to simulation, I developed a laboratory
capable of implementing PADF concepts in a real-world fashion through the use of
MAVs and WSNs.
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8.1 F u tu re W ork
The work presented in this dissertation tackled a very specific problem: using
a single mobile agent along with multiple static agents to localize a hidden, stationary
target. This research has real-world applications, such as habitat monitoring, in which
an event can threaten the nature of the habitat. Still, a host of applications are viable
by expanding this research. For instance, having explored the “position-adaptation”
portion of PADF, I would like to explore the “direction-finding” segm ent by using
directional antennas instead of om nidirectional antennas. This will allow MAVs to
more efficiently search for higher values of RSS or locations of leakage points in
urban environments. Similarly, other future work would include using multiple MAVs
operating in a cooperative fashion, each performing the PADF technique and adapting
their position for localization accuracy simultaneously. This process would be viable
in scenarios such as search and rescue missions, where knowing the position of targets
and being able to navigate and traverse environments could be vital.
In addition to m ultiple MAV agents, I intend to implement m ultiple targets,
both static and mobile. Introducing mobile targets will require the im plementation of
cooperative control, collision avoidance, and form ation control algorithm s. I would
also like to continue to improve th e efficiency of the phase machine and im plem ent
th e algorithm on m ultiple MAVs to be explored in a large domain. As a laboratory
setup is too confined in space, a large area, such as a stadium or parking lot, can be
used to spread MAVs from target, thus giving a challenge for search. GPS radios will
have to be applied to th e MAVs to get accurate position location. I plan to explore
the use of a complex cepstrum analysis as feedback mechanism th a t can be used in
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MAV repositioning and obstacle avoidance. Because the complex cepstrum senses
large obstacles through echo detection, this can be used as a basis for th e obstacle
avoidance algorithms.
Versus working with a cooperative em itter, another challenge worth investigat
ing is using a non-cooperative em itter with an unknown frequency in the localization
problem. Using a custom, multi-frequency antenna is being developed to aid in this
detection of unknown frequencies. This will prove useful in m any com m ercial and
military scenarios where RF signatures are unknown, such as discovery and localization
of harm ful devices i.e., IEDs and bombs, or tracking wireless signals in /a ro u n d an
area.

A P P E N D IX A
MATLAB PO SITIO N -A DA PTIV E SIMULATOR
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function varargout = PLEtest(vaxargin)
7. PLETEST M-file for PLEtest.fig
7.
PLETEST, by itself, creates a new PLETEST or raises the
7.
existing singleton*.
7.
7.
7.

H = PLETEST returns the handle to a new PLETEST or the handle
to the existing singleton*.

%

7.
7.

PLETEST ( ’CALLBACK’ .hObject ,eventData, handles,... ) calls the
local function named CALLBACK in PLETEST.M with the given input
arguments.

7.
7.
7,
7,
7.
7,
7.
7,
7.

PLETEST (’Property’ ,’Value’,... ) creates
anewPLETEST
or raises
the existing singleton*.
Starting from theleft,property
value pairs are
applied to the GUI before PLEtest_OpeningFcn gets called.
An
unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property
application
stop. All inputs are passed to PLEtest_OpeningFcn via
varargin.

7.
7.
7,

*See GUI Options on GUIDE’S Tools menu. Choose
only one instance to run (singleton)".

%

"GUIallows

7.
7, See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
7o Edit the above text to modify the response to help PLEtest
7.Author: Miguel Gates
7«PLEtest.m is a simulator used to calculate PLE between receivers and
7«target and use those values to reposition mobile node for better
7olocalization accuracy
7. Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 19-Mar-2013 12:15:46
7. Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct(’gui_Name’,
mfilename, ...
’gui_Singleton’, gui_Singleton, ...
’gui_OpeningFcn’, @PLEtest_OpeningFcn, ...
’gui_OutputFcn’, @PLEtest_OutputFcn, ...
’gui_LayoutFcn5, [ ] , . . .
’gui.Callback’, [] ) ;
if nargin && ischar(varargin{l»
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gui.State.gui.Callback = str2func(varargin{l});
end
if nargout
[varargout{l:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:>);
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
'/, End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before PLEtest is made visible.
function PLEtest_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output axgs, see OutputFcn.
*/. hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin
command line arguments to PLEtest (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for PLEtest
handles.output = hObj ect;
%values to be used throughout
global start count J trail save_count;
J = 0;
save_count=0;
start = 1;
count = 1;
trail = [] ;
handles.intersection = [];
handles.x = [] ;
handles.y = □ ;
handles.found.obs = [];
handles.found.rec = [];
handles.data = [] ;
handles.mob.intersect = 0;
handles.previous = [0 0];
handles.distance = [];
handles.next = [] ;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes PLEtest wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
*/. uiwait(handles.figurel) ;
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7.
Outputs from this function axe returned to the command line.
function varargout = PLEtest_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout
cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
“
/, handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

Executes on button press in receiver_push.
function receiver_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
'/, hObject
handle to receiver_push (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global node count;
contents = get(handles.receiver_edit,’String’);
value = str2double(contents);
start = count;
finish = start + value - 1;

%

axis on
for i=start:finish;
[node(i,l),node(i,2)] = ginput(l);
labels = cellstr( num2str(i’) ); % ’ # labels correspond to order
plot(node(i,1),node(i,2),’Color’,[1 .5 .2],...
’MarkerSize’,35,’Marker’,’.’);
text(node(i,1),node(i,2), labels, ’VerticalAlignment’,’bottom’,...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’right’)
count = finish + 1;
axis([0 100 0 100]);
hold on
%legend([pi],’Receiver’,’Location’,’Best’);
end
function receiver_edit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
#
/. hObject
handle to receiver_edit (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
"/, handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
'/, Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of receiver_edit
%
as text
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7.
str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
%receiver_edit as a double

7.
Executes during object creation, after setting all properties
function receiver_edit_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to receiver_edit (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7, handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
7. called
7. Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
7,
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc kk isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObj ect,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end

7«
Executes on button press in target_push.
function target_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7« hObject
handle to target_push (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7o handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global t_x t_y;
test = findobj(gca,’Type’,'line’,’-and’,’Color’,’r ’) ;
test2 = findobj(gca,'Type5,’text’,’-and’,’Color’,[0 0 .1]);
[t_x,t_y] = ginput(l);
axis([0 100 0 100]);
hold on
plot(t_x,t_y,’r.’,’MarkerSize’ , 3 5 ) ;
text(t_x,t_y, ’T ’, ’VerticalAlignment’,’bottom’,...
’HorizontalAlignment’, ’right’,’Color’, [0 0 .1]);
delete(test);
delete(test2);

7,
Executes on button press in obstruct_push.
function obstruct_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7o hObject
handle to obstruct_push (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7, handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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global ob_x ob_y start;
temp = get(handles.ob_edit,’String’);
obs = str2double(temp);
new_start = start;
finish = new_start + obs - 1;
axisC[0 100 0 100]);
hold on;
for i = start:finish
[tl,t2] = ginput(2);
line([tl(1) t l (2)], [t2(l) t2(2)] ,’Marker’, ’ .’,’LineStyle’
’Color’,’k ’)
ob_x(2*i-l:2*i) = tl;
ob_y(2*i-l:2*i) = t2;
end
start = finish + 1;
7. -- Executes on button press in mobile_push.
function mobile_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7, hObject
handle to mobile_push (see GCBO)
7, eventdata
reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (seeGUIDATA)
global mob_x mob_y;
test = findobj(gca,’Type’,’line’,’-and’,’Color’,’c ’) ;
test2 = findobj(gca,’Type’,’text’,’-and’,’Color’,[0 0 .2]);
[mob_x,mob_y] = ginput(1);
axis( [0 100 0 100]);
hold on
plot(mob_x,mob_y,’c.’,’MarkerSize’,35);
text(mob_x,mob_y, ’M ’, ’VerticalAlignment’,’bottom’,...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’right’,’Color’, [0 0 .2]);
delete(test);
delete (test2);
7.
Executes on button press in grid_check.
function grid_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to grid_check (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
7. Hint: get(h0bject,’Value’) returns toggle state of grid_check
global pos step;
on = get(handles.grid_check,’Value’) ;
handles.sizeofCell = str2double(get(handles.cellsize_edit,’String’));
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step = handles.sizeofCell;
pos(:,l) = [(step/2):step:100];
pos(:,2) = [(step/2):step:100];
axis([0 100 0 100]);
hold on
if on == 1
for i = 1:floor(100/step)
line([pos(i,l) + (step/2) pos(i,l) + (step/2)] , [0 100],...
’L i n e S t y l e C o l o r ’, [. 1 .1 .2],’LineWidth’,.8);
line([0 100], [pos(i,l) + (step/2) pos(i,l) + (step/2)], .. .
’L i n e S t y l e C o l o r ’, [. 1 .1 .2],’LineWidth’,.8);
end
else
grid = findobj(gca,’Type’,’line’,’-and’,’Color’,[.1 .1 .2]);
delete(grid);
end
guidata(hObject, handles);
% -- Executes on button press in PLE_check.
function PLE_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to PLE_check (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
°/, handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,’Value’) returns toggle state of PLE_check
global pos t_x t_y mob_x mob_y;
on = get(handles.PLE_check,’Value’) ;
V.sizeofCell = str2double(get (handles .cellsize_edit,’String’)) ;
if on == 1
°/e
%

p(:,l)
p(:,2)

= [(sizeofCell/2) :sizeofCell:100] ;
= [(sizeofCell/2):sizeofCell:100];

[tl,t2] = size(pos);
obstacles = length(handles.found_obs);
for i = l:tl
for j = l:tl
for k = 1:obstacles
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yes_no(k) = check_intersect(pos(i,l), t_x,...
handles,x(2*k-l),handles.x(2*k),pos(j,2), t _y,...
handles.y(2*k-l), handles.y(2*k));
end
reality = sum(yes_no);
if reality >= 1;
handles.data.pie(i,j) = 2.5;
else
handles.data.pie(i,j) = 2.1;
end
end
end
*/.# labels correspond to their order
for i = l:tl
for j = l:tl
labels(i,j) = cellstr( num2str(handles.data.pie(i,j)) );
text(pos(i,1), pos(j,2), labels(i,j),...
’VerticalAlignment’,’bottom’,...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’right’,’Color’,[1 .4 .2],...
’FontSize’,6);
end
end
else
test = findobj(’Color’,[1 .4 .2]);
delete(test);
end
guidata(hObject, handles);

function rl_disp_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to rl_disp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
"/, handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of rl_disp as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of rl_disp
7,
as a double
set(handles.rl_disp,’String’,’yes’)

--- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties
function rl_disp_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to rl_disp (see GCBO)
*/. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
%

7. called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
7,
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), ...
ge t (0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor’,’white’) ;
end

7.
Executes on button press in intersect_push.
function intersect_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to intersect_push (see GCBO)
7, eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7, handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global node t_x t_y mob_x mob_y;
7.Multi Receiver intersection test
handles.found_obs = f indobj(gca,’Type’,’line’,’-and’,’Color’,’k ’) ;
inner = length(handles.found_obs);
outer = length(node(:,1));
for i = 1:outer
for j = 1:inner
handles.x(2*j-l:2*j) = get(handles.found_obs(j),’Xdata’)
handles.y(2*j-1:2*j) = get(handles.found_obs(j),’Ydata’)
yes_no(j) = check_intersect(node(i,1), t_x,.. .
handles.x(2*j-1), handles.x(2*j).node(i,2), t_y,...
handles.y(2*j-l), handles.y(2*j));
end
reality(i) = sum(yes_no);
if reality(i) >= 1 && i == 1
handles.intersection(l) = 1;
elseif reality(i) >= 1 && i == 2
handles.intersection(2) = 1;
elseif reality(i) >= 1 && i == 3

handles.intersection(3) = 1;

else
handles.intersection(i) = 0;
end
end
“/.mobile node intersection test
for t = 1:inner
yes_no2(t) = check_intersect(mob_x, t_x, handles.x(2*t-l), .
handles.x(2*t),mob_y, t_y, handles.y(2*t-l), handles.y(2*t))
end
reality2 = sum(yes_no2);
if reality2 >= 1;
handles.mob_intersect = 1;
else
handles.mob_intersect = 0;
end

if outer == 1
set(handles.rl_disp,’String’.handles.intersection(l));
set(handles.mobile_disp,’String’.handles.mob_intersect);
elseif outer == 2
set (handles. r2_disp, ’String’.handles .intersection^) ) ;
set(handles.rl_disp,’String’.handles.intersection(l));
set(handles.mobile_disp,’String’.handles.mob_intersect);
else
set(handles.r3_disp,’String’.handles.intersection(3));
set(handles.r2_disp,’String’.handles.intersection(2));
set(handles.rl_disp,’String’.handles.intersection(l));
set(handles.mobile_disp,’String’.handles.mob_intersect);
end

’
/. Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

function r2_disp_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
hObject
handle to r2_disp (see GCBO)
“
/. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
“
/, handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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Hints: get(hObject, ’String') returns contents of r2_disp as text
7.
str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of r2_disp
7.
as a double

7.
Executes during object creation, after setting all properties
function r2_disp_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to r2_disp (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
7. called
7, Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
7,
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), ...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’) ;
end

function r3_disp_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
handle to r3_disp (see GCBO)
7, eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

7. hObject

7. Hints: get(hQbject,’String’) returns contents of r3_disp as text
7.
7.

str2double (get (hObject, ’String’) ) returns contents of r3_disp
as
a double

7 .

Executes during object creation, after settingall properties.
function r3_disp_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles)
7c hObject
handle to r3_disp (see GCBO)
7c eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7c handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
7c called
7c Hint: edit controls usually have
7,

awhite background

See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), ...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObj ect,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);

end

on Windows.
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'/,
Executes on button press in clear_push.
function clear_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7, hObject
handle to clear_push (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global node t_x t_y ob_x ob_y start count...
mob_x mob_y txt pos J trail save_count;
‘
/■resets ALL paremeters inside the eniviroment
cla(’reset’);
set(handles.rl_disp,’String’,’’);
set(handles.r2_disp,’String’,’’);
set(handles.r3_disp,’String’,’’);
set(handles.mobile_disp,’String’,’’);
set(handles.receiver_edit,’String’,0);
set(handles.ob_edit,’String’,0);
set(handles.R_edit,’String’,1);
set(handles.Q_edit,’String’,1);
set(handles.cellsize_edit,’String’,10);
set(handles.grid_check,’Value’,0);
set(handles.PLE_check,’Value’,0);
set(handles.crossPLE_check,’Value’,0);
set(handles.RSSI_check,’Value’,0);
handles.intersection = [];
handles.mob_intersect = 0;
handles.sizeofCell = 0;
save_count = 0;
handles.x = []; handles.y = □ ; handles.found_obj = [] ;
handles.found_rec = [];
handles.data = [] ; handles.data.node = [] ; handels.data.rssi = [] ;
axis([0 100 0 100]);
node = 0; t_y = 0; t_x = 0; ob_x =0; ob_y = 0; start = 1;
count = 1; mob_x = 0; mob_y = 0;
txt = 1; pos = [] ; trail = [] ; J =0;
ghost_trail = findobj(’Type’,’line’,’Color’,[.7 .7.9]);
delete(ghost_trail);
guidata(h0bject, handles);

function ob_edit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7, hObject
handle to ob_edit (see GCBO)
‘
/, eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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7, Hints: get (hObject, ’String') returns contents of ob_edit as text
7,
str2double(get (hObject,’String')) returns contents of ob_edit
7.
as a double

7.
Executes during object creation, after setting all properties
function ob_edit_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to ob_edit (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7, handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
7. called
7. Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
7.
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’) ;
end

function mobile_disp_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to mobile_disp (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
7. Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of mobile_disp as text
7,
str2double(get (hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
7,
mobile_disp as a double

7.
Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function mobile_disp_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7« hObject
handle to mobile_disp (see GCBO)
7, eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
7.
called
7. Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
7.
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObj ect,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
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function cellsize_edit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

7. hObject
7. eventdata
7. handles

handle to cellsize_edit (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

7. Hints: get (hObject,’String’) returns contents of cellsize_edit as
7.
text
7,
str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
7.
cellsize_edit as a double

% --

Executes during object creation, after setting all properties
function cellsize_edit_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to cellsize_edit (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
7.
called

7. Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
7.
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’) ,...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’) ;
end

7.
Executes on button press in crossPLE_check.
function crossPLE_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to crossPLE_check (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
7« Hint: get (hObject,’Value’) returns toggle state of crossPLE_check
global node t_x t_y mob_x mob_y crossPLE;
on = get(handles.crossPLE_check,’Value’);
if on == 1
obstacles = length(handles.found_obs);
num_rec = length(node(:,1));
mobile = [mob_x mob_y];
7jnobile to receiver node check
for i = l:num_rec
for k = 1:obstacles
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yes_no(k) = check_intersect(node(i,1), mob_x,...
handles.x(2*k-l), handles.x(2*k),node(i,2),...
mob_y, handles.y(2*k-l), handles.y(2*k));
end
reality = sum(yes_no);
if reality >= 1;
handles.data.node(i) = 2.5;
else
handles.data.node(i) = 2.1;
end
end
%# labels correspond to their order
for i = l:num_rec
labels(i) = cellstr( num2str(handles.data.node(i)) );
text(((node(i,l)+mob_x)/2+l), ((node(i,2)+mob_y)/2+l),...
labels(i), ’VerticalAlignment’,’bottom’,...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’right’,’Color’ ,...
[0,1, .9] , ’FontSize’,8) ;
line([node(i,1) mob_x], [node(i,2) mob_y],...
’L i n e S t y l e ’Color’, [0,1, .9] ,’LineWidth’, .8);
end
crossPLE = max(mean(handles.data.node))
else
test = findobj(’Color’,[0,1,.9]);
delete(test);
%crossPLE = 0;
labels = [] ;
end
guidata(h0bject, handles);

% --

Executes on button press in RSSI_check.
function RSSI_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to RSSI_check (see GCBO)
°/, eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
’
/. Hint: get (hObject,’Value ’) returns toggle state of RSSI_check
global pos t_x t_y mob_x mob_y node step;
on = get(handles.RSSI_check,’Value’) ;
if on == 1
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noise = 10.*rand(l,1);
if noise > 5
noise = noise - 5;
noise = -noise;
end
noise = ceil(noise);
“
/.introduce random noise into RSSI because of random nature
[tl,t2] = size(pos);
obstacles = length(handles.found_obs);
for i = l:tl
for j = 1:t 1
for k = 1:obstacles
yes_no(k) = check_intersect(pos(i,1), t_x,...
handles.x(2*k-l), handles.x(2*k),pos(j,2), t_y,...
handles.y(2*k-l), handles.y(2*k));
end
reality = sum(yes_no);
dist = getDistance(pos(i,1), pos(j,2), t_x, t_y)/step;
“
/.reduces distance to step size, therefore making each unit
“
/.distance one step in space
x = loglO(dist);

if reality >= 1;
handles.data.rssi(i,j) = ceil(-24.904*x + 1) + 38 +...
noise;
else
handles.data.rssi(i,j) = ceil(-20.995*x + .8946) +...
45 + noise;
end
end
end
“
/,# labels correspond to their order
for i = l:tl
for j = l:tl
labels(i,j) = cellstr( num2str(handles.data.rssi(i,j)) );
text(pos(i,1), pos(j,2), labels(i,j),...
’VerticalAlignment’,’bottom’,...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’right’,’Color’,...
[.9 0 0],’FontSize’,6);
end
end
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else
test = findobj(’Color', [.9 0 0]);
delete(test);
end
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --

Executes on button press in adapt_push.
function adapt_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7, hObject
handle to adapt_push (see GCBO)
7, eventdata
reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global trail pos t_x t_y mob_x mob_y node J step finish;
finish = false;
7.while ("finish)
mobileNode = findobj(gca,'Type’,'line','-and’,’Color','c ');
ghost = findobj(gca,'Type','text’,’-and’,'Color',[0 0 .2]);
obstacles = length(handles.found_obs);
x_pos = get(mobileNode,'Xdata');
y_pos = get(mobileNode,'Ydata');
Q = str2double(get(handles.Q_edit,'String'));
R = str2double(get(handles.R_edit,'String'));

mobilePos = [x_pos y_pos];
mobilePosl = [x_pos (y_pos+step)];
mobilePos2 = [(x_pos+step) y_pos];
mobilePos3 = [x_pos (y_pos-step)];
mobilePos4 = [(x_pos-step) y_pos];
position = ceil(mobilePos./step);
first = position(l);
second = position(2);
cross_PLEold =
handles.x ,
cross_PLE(l) =
handles.x ,
cross_PLE(2) =
handles.x ,
cross_PLE(3) =

cross_ple(node,
handles.y ) ;
cross_ple(node,
handles.y ) ;
cross_ple(node,
handles.y ) ;
cross_ple(node,

mobilePos, obstacles,...
mobilePosl, obstacles,...
mobilePos2, obstacles,...
mobilePos3, obstacles,...
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handles.x , handles.y) ;
cross_PLE(4) = cross_ple(node, mobilePos4, obstacles,...
handles.x , handles.y) ;
J_old = Q*(l / handles.data.rssi(first,second))+R*cross_PLEold;
J (1)
= Q*(l / handles, data. rssi(first, second+1))+R*cross_PLE(l)
J(2)
= Q*(l / handles.data.rssi(first+1,second))+R*cross_PLE(2)
J(3)
= Q*(l / handles .data, rssi (first,second-1) )+R*cross_PLE(3)
J(4)
= Q*(l / handles .data. rssi(first-l,second) )+R*cross_PLE(4)

;"/.up
;'/.right
;"/.down
;"/.left

[minVal, minlndex] = min(J);
done = false;
'/.Obstacle avoidance with adaptive behavior
while("done)
switch minlndex
case 1
move = ’u p ’;
for k = 1:obstacles
yes_no(k) = check_intersect(pos(first,1),...
pos(first,1), handles.x(2*k-l), handles.x(2*k),...
pos(second,2), pos(second+l,2),...
handles.y(2*k-l), handles.y(2*k));
end
reality = sum(yes_no);
if reality >= 1;
if J(2) < J(4) "/.plans to go right
move = ’right’;
test = moveMobile(mobilePos(1), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
if test == handles .previous "/.prevent loop, force left
done = true;
move = 'left’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(1),...
mobilePos(2), move, step);
break:

else "/.go right as planned
minlndex = 2;
end
else '/.plans to go left
move = ’left’;
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test = moveMobile(mobilePos(l), mobilePos(2), . . .
move, step);
if test == handles .previous ‘
/.prevent loop, go right
done = true;
move = ’right’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(l),...
mobilePos(2), move, step);
break
else °/,go left as planned
minlndex = 4;
end
end
else
done = true;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(l), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
end
case 2
move = ’right';
for k = 1:obstacles
yes_no(k) = check_intersect(pos(first,1), ...
pos(first+1,1), handles.x(2*k-l),...
handles.x(2*k), pos(second,2), pos(second,2),...
handles.y(2*k-l), handles.y(2*k));
end
reality = sum(yes_no);
if reality >= 1;
if J(l) < J (3)
move = ’u p ’; ‘
/plans to move up
test = moveMobile(mobilePos(l), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
if test == handles .previous ‘
/.prevent loop, force down
done = true;
move = ’down’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(l),...
mobilePos(2), move, step);
break
else

end

‘/.go up as planned
minlndex = 1;
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else '/.plans to go down
move = ’down’;
test = moveMobile(mobilePosCl), mobilePos(2), . . .
move, step);
if test == handles .previous '/.prevent loop, go up
done = true;
move = ’u p ’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePosCl),...
mobilePos(2), move, step);
break
else '/.go down as planned
minlndex = 3;
end
end
else
done = true;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(l), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
end
case 3
move = ’down’;
for k = 1:obstacles
yes_no(k) = check_intersect(pos(first,1),...
pos(first,1), handles.x(2*k-l), handles.x(2*k),...
pos(second,2), pos(second-1,2),...
handles.y(2*k-l), handles.y(2*k));
end
reality = sum(yes_no);
if reality >= 1;
if J (2) < J (4)
move = ’right’;
test = moveMobile(mobilePos(1), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
if test == handles .previous '/prevent loop, force left
done = true;
move = ’left’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(1),...
mobilePos(2), move, step);
break
else

'/.go right as planned
minlndex = 2;

Ill

end
else '/.plans to go left
move = ’left’;
test = moveMobile(mobilePos(1), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
if test == handles .previous /(prevent loop, go right
done = true;
move = ’ right’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(1),...
mobilePos(2), move, step);
break
else ‘
/.go left as planned
minlndex = 4;
end
end
else
done = true;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(1), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
end
case 4
move = ’left’;
for k = 1:obstacles
yes_no(k) = check_intersect(pos(first,1),...
pos(first-1,1), handles.x(2*k-l), ...
handles,x(2*k),pos(second,2), pos(second,2),...
handles.y(2*k-l), handles.y(2*k));
end
reality = sum(yes_no);
if reality >= 1;
if J(l) < J (3)
move = 'up’; "/.plans to move up
test = moveMobile(mobilePos(1), mobilePos(2),...
move, step);
if test == handles .previous '/.prevent loop, force down
done = true;
move = ’ down’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(1),...
mobilePos(2), move, step);
break
else

‘
/.go up as planned

minlndex = 1;

end
else '/.plans to go down
move = ’down';
test = moveMobile(mobilePos(1), mobilePos (2) ,.. .
move, step);
if test == handles.previous '/.prevent loop, go up
done = true;
move = ’u p ’;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(1),. ..
mobilePos ( 2 ) , move, step);
break
else '/.go down as planned
minlndex = 3;
end
end
else
done = true;
handles.next = moveMobile(mobilePos(1), mobilePos ( 2 ) ,.
move, step);
end
end
end
dis_from_tgt = getDistance(t_x, t_y, mobilePos(l), mobilePos ( 2 ) ) ;
handles.distance = [handles.distance; dis_from_tgt];
if minVal <= J_old
cont = true;
if dis_from_tgt < step
cont = false;
end
else
cont = false;
end

delete(mobileNode);
delete(ghost);
'/.initial movement
handles.previous = [mobilePos(1) mobilePos(2)];
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trail = [trail; mobilePos];
if cont == false
disp(’simulation finished’);
handles.next = mobilePos;
finish = true;
end
“
/.check for obstacle— change path if necessary
trail = [trail; handles.next];
mob_x = handles.next(1);
mob_y = handles.next(2);
plot(handles.next(1).handles.next(2),’c. ’ ,’MarkerSize’,35);
plot(trail(:,1),trail(:,2),’Color’, [ . 7 . 7 .9],’LineWidth’,.6,...
’LineStyle’,’:’);
text(handles.next(1).handles.next(2), ’M ’, ’VerticalAlignment’,...
’bottom’,’HorizontalAlignment’, ’right’,’Color’, [0 0 .2]);
“
/.end
guidata(hObject, handles);

function R_edit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
“
/, hObject
handle to R_edit (see GCBO)
“
/, eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
“
/. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of R_edit as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of R_edit
%
as a double
r = get(handles. R_edit, ’String’);
rval = str2double(r);
if rval < 0
rval = 0;
set(handles.R_edit,’String’,rval);
elseif rval > 1000
rval = 1000;
set(handles.R_edit,’String’,rval);
end
°/0qval = 1000 - rval;
%set(handles.Q_edit,’String’,qval);
guidata(hObject, handles);
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7,
Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function R_edit_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7« hObject
handle to R_edit (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in afutureversion
of MATLAB
7. handles
empty - handles not created untilafter
allCreateFcns
‘/ ,
called
y. Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc kk isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObj ect,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end

%

function Q_edit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to Q_edit (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
’
/, Hints: get (hObject,’String’) returns contents of Q_edit as text
str2double(get (hObject,’String’)) returns contents of Q_edit
%
as a double
q = get(handles.Q_edit, ’String’);
qval = str2double(q);
if qval < 0
qval = 0;
set(handles.Q_edit,’String’,qval);
7.

elseif qval > 1000
qval = 1000;
set(handles.R_edit,’String’,qval);
end
guidata(hObject, handles);
7. --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function Q_edit_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to Q_edit (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in afutureversion
of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created untilafter
allCreateFcns
7.
called

7, Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
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7.
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’) ,...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

7.
Executes on button press in clr_trail_push.
function clr_trail_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7, hObject
handle to clr_trail_push (see GCBO)
7. eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global trail
ghost_trail = findobj('Type','line','Color',[.7 .7 .9]);
delete(ghost_trail);
trail = [] ;
guidata(hObject, handles);

7.
Executes on button press in save_push.
function save_push_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
7. hObject
handle to save_push (see GCBO)
7o eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
7. handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global save_count trail node t_x t_y;
save_count = save_count + 1;
filename = strcat('PLE_data', num2str(save_count));
distance = handles.distance;
path = trail;
Q = str2double(get(handles.Q_edit,'String'));
R = str2double(get(handles.R_edit,'String'));
static = node;
target = [t_x t_y];
box = [handles.x; handles.y];
save(fullfile...
('C:\Documents and Settings\Miguel\My Documents\MATLAB\Results’, ...
filename), 'distance', 'path','Q','R','static','target','box');
handles.distance = [];
trail = [] ;
guidata(hObject, handles);
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